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FORMER FULTONIAN
OPENS BEAUTY SHOP 
This issue of The News carries the
r announcement of Mn'.. W A. Flem-
ing opening it modern and up-to-
:#2, 
date beauty slue) 1:4 Fulton, located
in the Reliance Barber Shop on Lake
0 Street Mrs. Fleming is it former
W 
Fulton woman, living here until
1975 when she moved to Cleveland.
',. Ohio, whete she enniediately took
up Beauty Culture week She will
Pie remenihered here its Miss Monte
'Fe Short
O She spat:1..11Jc.; in all lines of
4 old friends and welcomes all new
beaut) culture and imites all her
... enes to her piece of business, in the0
.0, 
Reliance Beauty Shop
----------------- --
0 FULTON IN THIRD
').S 
VICTORY FRI, NIGHT
The Bulldogs, basketball teem ofI.'
ar Fulton High School, has been turn-
ing back their opponents consistent-
ly this season. Last Fm iday night the:,.,,
local team chalked on their third
4 v i c t or y by defeating the Arlingtonquintet 27 to 16. Peeples, versatile
forward, led the scoring for Fulton
a e 
....Ph 8 isents Dunn tallied 5. while0 Genung, Beadles anti Nanney net-
:! 
FI
,:. 
it'd four each
.1r-Se 
TTON POS
Peeples ti F Denison 3
ARLTON
0 Dunn 5 F' Price 4
O '• Genung 4 C Meshew 5
. Nanney 4 G TerryIP
- a Beadlem 4 G Lindsey 4
.0 1 Subs Fulton- Williams, Grogan,
es Huff, Cox, Lovelaco, Arlington--,
...,,e
 Rose
O The Bull Pups defeeted Arling-
. ton's second team in the openingWrti!:4 OM by the score Of II to O.
S itHR NikttlED AS
COUNTY CHARMAE
tilt t. I ., 1,
' 1 I' •• 1 ' It I./ 1
11 •.1 :VA.)
,1 4.1 ,
•
I
I .1 • • ..1••,111,‘
1 I' .I .1 t tyre.
Of 1 ,1
14.11.; teal 1••!..4 I.11 "11, -
t.ting ante,' tee incaleo Ile was
•••ireeente,i by Attte•ney Steve\Vie.' teal E .1 Stales I oenty
ev ..• '.o.
1111 1 TO t• ;OA. 4 .1 t.I 101 11'1.11
'1 (111' Jarr,,,t• t'01.111, and
'1r .10. tee eus released on Sfiet,
siticl.
I •
NI:111(1) 1)11:S OF
GUNSHOT WOUND
,,.•irat, a in games of progressiveA laughter, Mrs Toni Wilson, Mat- ____ . . __, _ _ 
• - -- . entnet throimheut the evening. Attoon, III.. a eon, Israel Rebey of Win- I lee conclusion of the genies highgo; a sister. Mrs Elieabeth Robey of I boy. Funeral services were con- ,•,.„),e amene the eenes '.111-' Yeal bydueled last Saturday.War J011118011 (1 COVE.: two nephews, Mra Gra.ly Vonien Mr VardenBabe anti Pad Robey of Johnson Deceived is survived by his sis- held gentlemen's high score Both:neve ceinnemayo ether relative's 'ee Mee Boyd of Hopkin e sville; three' , ere presented lovely priaes.trd In in'.' friends She was the wed- half sisters. Mrs. Forms Bindford of : .Mee the games the hostess fiery-ivs of the late Billy Racy. Fulton, Mrs. Jim Bushart, Detroit,. 1 a .1..liehtfel select course. carry-and Mrs. Ed Bynum of Louisville:The deceased was well known in leg out the Chriatmas motif in allether relatives and friends. He mar- •in the Johnson Greve community :Tel-anoint and 1 efreshmentsbeing a member of the church there, tied Miss Jennie Hewlett of Prince- 
 
_.... _. ___ _ "' . _ion. where they made their home enand she will be missed by loved ones BARNEY FARES UNDER•end friends it term until the death of his wife, GOES MAJOR OPERATION
-- ------- 
• when he moved w1th his sister 141 
------.•-•JAMES EDWARD BULLOCK Hookinsville Mrs Mary Bullock Tlaroey Fakes. brother-In-law of
_ who recent!), died here, was Lis MI'S C C. Parker of this city, andJames Few ai d Bullock of Hop- atep-mother. 
. ..- eeet of Missouri. underwent aikrisvillte but formerly a resident ___
'ajor opera n tio at the Christian.f this community, died at the home JAMES ROBERTK Bli 
m
EEDEN ieespital in St Louis Saturday morn-if his sister, Mrs N11111111. Boyd, laA James Roberts, infent son ie Mc ins,rittlay afternoon. Mr Bullock was ..1..1 \1 is J 1. Breeden. of Fulton, eIr Fakes and family formeilv re-horn on a fano .n the Walnut Grove neut. 5. died Monday night after a etied in this community and }laveen;hborhood, and moved to Fit I- I 01011 illness.. Funernt services were I have many friends here who willton with his father and sisters whenlconducted at New Hope Tuesday lhops for his early recovery
•
 10 00
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The Fulton Count Ne14/11
J. Patel Ilughitrt. Use Editor.
.—. I
PUBLISHEV EVERY Flt WAY
Entered as seoond oleos minter J3tine
28 1033, at the porn ertioe at Fulton,
KY , ui'ds Is MCI of Mel t+ l. 1070
stiltSt 'It IP I'lt IN h A 1 i' ',
ONE YEAH till d% olk• • $1 SU
SIX MONTI'S LIU
TItlikg MuNTI4S 4U
01Sitt., AP i CS, ..0 ,t i ,.t
busilicae owlet". and IIi`i ILI eil ,
ch,,,pged at the tate of I,• oti y, 01, ki
'ilk FRANKI INI
ateraiatiasaaaia,a-,(1': '4a4e'.alaassessasiesessiaseaserasiadast**Draasie1i..44...JAV
THE FULTON CoUNTY NEWS, FUI.Tit" KENTUCKY
Litasasaas:*..sa: ,
•a man In men&
th, opportunity to iv -
I lax is eel tain to autt his heolili which
has not been the best In recent ye.it 44
Ills thlity•three years of 11.4% ,Cs.
to this cineiniuttity has het • definite
mark here, unich will lenient to
be metaled down through the yeurs.
Ile is loved and re% vied by mind
I %MI IIf peoPle. v, lit, al wish him
well in hut new his
Fulton Ilam lost it logien:iv inatitu-
het it still lots a fine aid ‘et•
III ' \I riO111:11O
Nassi that tilr Mtankilit hug tom-
&led ht long buitlIWYS ellicHr iii
111••
NAI the taaaile of this iecth,un for
si olletly V4.,4IS, It Is %% WI that
V.0 pause to pay our respect to MID
man * MI headed this institution
Outing all the yews *e have
known Mt Flanithit we hays found
him .1 man eager and anxious to see
his community go fol %I'S' (I For
years he has taken a vital and act
iv,' pelt in molding the future 01
this coy 11,1 now we know that Mr.
Franklin win be relieved to know
that he will it it have the business
worries that have been so ceinutiona: ice president,
4,1
NEW BEAUTY
SHOP OPENED
IN FULTON
IN la:Nil:HAL
( ; !MONDAY
afternotio et 2 3U (lie N'o•
I I • y St, ty ot tiui
VII .1 I ottitut C11111111 hid ill 'W(i
-
I I Ill i It at the chi telt, with
about oft) 'tricolor menibeis pies-
ent It* the meeting the l'110 4t•
Its (Aide was honored fur ha \ mg
tht• stmatetit tainthei of points ii
I hi atattilaid of eavelleticv The
•Ittitior Clonal Chili totopoetal ot
',twilit of Meet Iltali Fields and di
mita, hy 1110:4s4.,1
4;14).11)0. itli "it ii us I Chi d 1,1,1 .
The 10110%111g officers %%vie iii•
stalk:A fot (ammo,'
dent. WI third. ‘'ice Ilie‘i
,lent, Mra (lialtant. Second
D Lla% is,
the
Robert
%Val len
Mis
I wish to announce to the people of Fulton and surrounding
tin itory that I have opened a modern and up-to-date Beauty
Shop here, located in the Reliance Barber Shop on Lake Street.
I have had 10 years experience in Beauty Culture of all kinds
and am in a position to give you the best in this line I invite
all my old friends and welcutne all new ones to visit me when
in need (it Beauty Work, or at any time
RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
412 Lake Street
Mira. W. A. Fleming, Prop
Kentucky Licensed Opeiutor
Phone 810 for Appointments
Fulton, Ky
Ketiot ding Meet vtary, Mrs if
111i It4III441 TI 141(4111V! • Mn'. • 4,
I It Ntil.ti i Asyettent i .tiret
NItie Ape Jolkvs Superintendent, if
chii4iLith SnutiuL italetiona, V.
'le Ile: (tin, Siipet intendeet et •'ittak
Mt &ink Bred). S11E1E41101'dii
Quit Wothl t II•
%ha Itiiptor Fields.40.1011 iii
kit 1.04..11 Wu it MI u. C1141‘4. 1(.4 I • "
41114.111111.114frtit I '',
.1‘.)1Iii.r, SI 1,ot I, iiI
WIN k, \\ di
• siitaiiiiimiatect • r •
%ottani MI. T 3 latmlio
ii.t. tidiod tit SpitItiitil Ian. is • • i•
NIu I •1 ftl.ittiit L'Iaiumui,in 1 tie
40.1 l'iiiiistattlei, Mrs !ninth
atiiiiis 1.'11,1111MM 01 iii' rinpIlt•
1‘.111141i1 'O. Pita Alio Join.> Chau •
man 14 Ow Lo.,A1 eotntoittoc. ,
tioinoion eliii.imatt tit Ow
Mend PI ship Committee. Mrs J
L'hoirman of thu World Out
•hook Cuitihitiee Mu ii Rorer lields.j
Clisitmen Of the East Fulton t'irt.lt 4
fultu K1ite..1 Hell, Cliariman of the "LI
tnioe.itis %Its I. C Adams., LT
(TIM 111101 II? (loam A, Mis J 11 ".
Moore, Chown:in id (blow ja, mit '
It I Wont. Anti Chilli Wall of (u ''II
WA S. 14111E4
P.
ATTEND CAIRO w 1.) mirk
Mr mot J D. 1104 atalat'
El‘ a, and Ernemt Fall Jr LI,
spent last a eek end in ('nit ti, III
where Elva woe maid of•hoinn In A,
the wedding of Miss Adelaide Whee-
ler to Robert Beadles SatprelaN
LEGION AUXILIARY
'Me American Legion Auxiliary
met Thutialay afternoon at 2:30 at ,
the Los Calati for their regtiliir
itiontlils' meeting Iteiatestes war. ,
ails Jeaati .14.14111O and Mt s Pet,
Hitherto The 'imminent. Mt n Jetiar es"
Psi daua, piesidtid oven the lengthy
business 'session Plans were made
to send eighteen Christmas basket,
and packages to the Veterans' hole aa
loud in Outwood, Ky 'Cheap 'auk
agen o ill be packed and wrapped ;1
at the home fit Mrs C C Parker to, •
Sattitiluy, December Id.
At the concluition of the business ‘0
Iii,' program war in charge ol Mts
It L Harris who read a message
from the National President iti the !
National Auxiliary News She also
tad "Is Your Unit A Good Mrs •
American Legion?"
Miss Patsy Ruth Thacker pleased
the group with • reading and song
411Id Mies Myrtle Hinkley gave a
reading A social hour was enjoyed,
(luring which tune clevet games
and contests Welt' enjoyed. Winne'
in the contests wits Mrs. Lawrence
Shelton. Late in the afternoon the
hostesses served delicious refresh-
ments.
CIRCLE NO. 2 MET MONDAY
Circle No 2 of the First Baptist
Woman's Missionary Union met in
monthly session Monday afternoon
at 2.30 o'clock with Mrs. N. T
Morse at her home on West State
Line. The chairman, Mrs. C. C. Mc-
Collum, presided over a short busi-
ness sesston. Reports were made by
the secretary and treasurer. Twelve
p.
. ,414 • aar !a* 7.4
STORE
•!'L' \V
trei,i/Cii
.1. .51 AS
GIFTS FOR "HER"
• oS11.1; )
• NEW./ E'E S
• DRESSES
• SC ARFS
• ['Mill:ELL:1S
• LEVGKRIE
•PAJAMAS
•'Kl..1 1CHIEFS
•SWEATERS
•RAIN SETS
• 111Gs Ebta.ol'ES OS.Ilech.s
St'ob,".,'s or 0 C11.75 FOR WEI,"
QUALITY taFt's FOR /NKR)" MEM-
(4"/1//:' 1: I VILY
P. H. WEARS' SONS
Lake street Fulton, Ky.
amesall
FOR
Christmas
I aat minute hos are 011T 111.111' We've
dozens 01 44111 gratioset for Alt:Lutist% tin
uvula! gitta --• the kind of efts smell tie
woad to gise that e%ta %Mite ha
happy to retelve. Rest of all, them'a nun
pike penalty for late shoppers every
Item Is a real value'
GIFTS FOR 'HIM'
•SHIRTS *SCARFS
• ROBES •SUITS
• BELTS • JACKETS
Si/ITS •GLOVES
•,VECKH'EAR
• 1101/SE SLIPPERS
•OVERCOATS
•II.1NDKERCHIEES
e LOUNGING P.4JAMAS
•SIVEATERS
•BEL7' SETS
aaaaa3/43MMWA'4'4'0'0:trt'440'410'0Vt'4'4'*'4'0"*'0'0'0'0'43V4Mit 44"N441' 044141°4444 41%44-144-4r4t2A4-4*-4-k-; r '101-cir_s
• s• ARE YOU READY
)FOR CHRISTMAS!
Here you will find Cooking
Needs, Baking Needs, Flat.-
firing Needs. . • . He are
It, furnish you with
WI ot them. Come in today
or t( lephone your order.
flu 11 (If firer Promptly.
602-603
HUNDREDS OF OTHER
.-w,! ITEMS THAT MAKE
-311- XMAS COMPLETE
CHRISTMAS NUTS — FRESH STOCK AND A LARGE VARIETY
FIREWORKS FOR ALL — EVERYTHING TO MAKE MERRY XMAS
FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS—ORDER YOUR INGREDIENTS HERE
17c
,, Bananas, good and ripe, dos Lie . KJ out, No. 2 1-2 can, each 10c0
'! Raisins, Seedless, 2-lbs. 1,;(• .
t:. Figs, while, in bulk, lb. 1Jr 4 ri wilar size .._ 10c ,4 -
BIG ASSORTMENT Chocolate Drops, no extra charge, lb. 10cChristmas Mixed Hard Candies. lb. 10c
CHRISTMAS CANDIES Stick Candy, old fashion, asst. flavor, 2-lbs. 25cMarshmallows, full pound to package, ea. 15c1, 2, 5 lb. Boxes Orange Slices, Bonbons, Peanut Brittle, etc.
.
., .Ipples, all sizts at doz. 2oe lo .?Oe Syrup, La. Golden Gale, gal. 75e i
;.; Orang(14, Florida, nom ii, Pure, 8-oz. Jar 10c; ... dozen Lie, 20c, 25c and 31k, 18-oz. jar,-,
salmon,
CHEESE, Wisconsin Full Cream, pound
HAMS Armour's Star or Swift's Premium.Christmas Wrapped, small size, lb.
BACON In Slab, Christmas it" rapped, Armour,. Star orSwift's Premium, per pound
3 BACON, Sugar Cured, Sliced to Suit Customers, pound
Extra Film?: Cuts of Beef, Dressed Chickens and Turkeys, Count? /1 ins,
most any size. olr! fashioned cured, order now.
• A. C. BUTTS' & !;014,5
25c
1 regular members answered the rollcall. At the conclusion of the buso
ness alra Kelly Lowe was leader
ft the afternoon and conducted a
. very interesting devotional, giving
ilf ecali member a verse of scripture
IA fur explanation, She conducted the
study course.
Late in the afternoon a social
hour: *as enjoyed during which
time delightful refieshments were
served with Christmas favors on
( ach plate
;
HAROLD RIDDLE GIVEN
SURPRISE PARTY
Mr. and Mrs F. H. Riddle delight-
fully surprised their son, Harold,
with a party Friday night, on his
17th birthday, at their home on
Walnut-at. Five couples were pres-
ent who enjoyed games of bingo
during the evening. At the end of
the games high scores were held by
Miss Murtha Neil Houston and
Clyde Hill Jr. Each was presented
zio a lovely prize.
Delightful refreshments were
served by the hostess. The home was
ea beatitindly decorated in Christmas
EV style and the motif was carried out
-a in the refreshments.
e;...t 
---
....? B. Y. P. U. PARTY
411 The Buptist Young People's Union
ta
tit.4
„.., half past seven o'clock, all wearing
their clothes backwardly Games
4 and contests were enjoyed through-
,.out the evening
At a late hour the hostess served
" delighttul sandwiches, cookies and41IF
ea, tea to the following: Misses Maxine
:41 McGee, Dorothy Ann Pearce, Car-
olyn Hill, Elizabeth Valentine, Mau-
Tat rine Taylor, Dorothy Cooke, and
•41, Matte McGee: Messrs. Bill Genungis Ray Hunter, Harold Peeples, Billy
1 Williams, Gerald Stockdale, HarryJones, Eugene Mullins and JohnDunn
enjoyed a backward party Friday
night at the home of Miss Ruth
Knighton on West-st. Eight mem-
bers and their escorts arrived at
MARTIN ENTERTAINS
40 AT FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
t•-,,,a Tuesday morning, December 15,
the students of Fulton High School
'Ar were entertained by the Martin
school band during the chapel hour •
A 10 HY 11 o'clock. The twenty-seven sdt
411 members of the band, all dressed in *
atf,
0
lot
a
r,.1'..
•
S.
• 1.44,t4.44,46i-i.-4,k
forms, were accompanied to Fulton. I- ' i
A Tim '4' Days' Coughtheir attractive blue and white um
by the build leader, William Par-ish, Supt. Spencer Taylor and a Is Your Danger Signal
number of the Martin High School No LtativE Ist•W :14:411,Y 1111.11ILIOCA youstudents, who were dismissed for have tried for you' cough, chest, coktthis program. or bronchial oritation. you can get re-3 Dariitwtilsleanpdrogisiajpeo neboertaTasyorot.. net now with Coioniulsion. Serious
trouble may b.. brewing and you can-
talked on the growing friendship not idTord to take a chance with any-! etween the students of the Martin thitie less than Creomulaon, winch
and Fulton High Schools goes right to the scat of the troubleto aid 11.111111) to px.orlte and heal the
WILLIAMS-WILLINGHAM 
hit-lamed membrane's us the germ-laden
ENTERTAIN FRIENDS 
I plat ein in loosened and expelled.
Even 1.7 other reincdle.: have fulled.Mr. and Mrs. Walter Willingham don't be discouraged, your druggist isand Mm'. ntii na edMerrtsai. Id anumberRie.S.Wil W l iams atide- thoeized to guarantee uCreomLosioiioifu
of mei :.I I ourvi yoor money If you are not
their friends with a bridge part, situ-Ltd with results from the very first
Friday night at the home of till!
Willinghams on ThAd-at. 
bottie.Gt t Cri0I1S/11314.4111.1611t now.011dva
The home was beautifully decor-
ated with pot plants, evergreens
and other decorations to carry out
the Christmas motif. Nine tables
were tastefully arranged at which
games of progreasive cbntract were
enjoyed. At the conclusion of the
ganies Mrs. Abe Jolley held high
score among the women
ceivtai a lovely bowl as prize L. e...i rW
Graham held high score for the men
and the prize WEIS a shaving set.
Mrs. J. D. Davis cut consolation and
received a double deck of cards and
Charles Binford was presented the
low score prize. Late in the evening
the hostesses sreved an ice cours(
assisted by Mrs. Steve Wiley and
Mrs. L.' W. Graham,
DO( 'TOR
L. V, BRADY
DENTIST -
100 Lake St., Fulton
1-4444-; r-4 '
-kk-4470
19c
a
19c
eitiCELESS INFORMATION for
t`,3,e suffering frogi STOMACH OR
101:4•DENAL ELCIREZ TO HYTIR•
ACIDITY-Pons MGR TION ACID
DT11P31‘, SOU11_01 STOMACH 4:A311.
1111ARTBURN CONSTIPATION,
DSO BREATH, SLIBPLIESNIS• OR
HEADACIESS, DOS TO EXCISE ACID.
Lipleins Lb • raereelous Trars•
nsoo1 40,Ich is Unclose SER•Lue Mkt
oii o• IS errs rrioL
Bennetts Drug Store
teVigigigigia:IgifeCeigCCOACritet01;431;CCCCitlitritiliCiliCONCEigig Wea:teDrirlliere
A 0 004.0.••••••• A
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lit!?
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SEE US FOR
11111AV vire
I. I Li $4 I ti 1.3
FRUIT CAKES IN VARIOUS SIZES
AND PRICED CHEAPER THAN YOU
CAN AFFORD TO BAKE THEM
YOURSELF.
Iu our Friends and Patrons we extend a
MERRY CHRISTMAS and HAPPY
NEW YEAR
HORNBEAK BAKERY
t.40.%•4*1-1141LN-41Alt- 444413024W-41114440444.30Arakt
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thvpir 'winnows
never veiries
0 NS %. 31N( Pi 111au by the
.ftftent. is ...1 the virginal eatiety row.,*bac gingko *dot Mules he SS )'ew,
1W
ea pree ri lefo 011001•10n401 stroppedU their liven, lonviastinig
'dive. It your .!ealer wine
nut supply You. "mil10v far 4 blades to Dept.MI. Star Slade DM-
eti,i' NO idlineen Strit'l,
ei,,uire. n, N.Y
FIT tam AND EVER-11E110Y
,
DR. SELDON COHN
w.anit it., return,
Eye, Ear. Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
.1TTENTION
To the accurate titt
of eve glasses
orrnOit Howl'
9 to Is it M. I tu 5 r rrs
Pir(PNE 288
-
l'emmenital Append
Louisville rourier•Journat
Loulsv iiir Times
SI Liirds Post DIspatela
MI Louis Globe DemocratChicago Herald Exseretiner
Ameilcass(ideate Tribune
Juni Phone 753
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Don't
/I
 Take
Chances
Illt'R THOSE
N/101o,'S RE-
P 11/4.111 ,VOW.
Don't take chances with your health and thehealth of your family. Bring your shoes to,
WILSON, THE SHOE MAN
and have them rebuilt. It's cheaper in the "long. it7, wear.' 
ill,
s41" 
FACTORY RETURN SHOES
ia 
IT ,WONEY-SAVING PRICES a
5 4th. Street Shoe Shop I
; THOS. WILSON, Prop. 4
.0,4,trivire.A.0.0.0.4.0.41,oftrovirtvoitra,,,a, Ay&
wfmh.11.Northeast Regions weir pd out or
1•••••••411•*••••••••••••••••
I
MO*
'Is111.11
la POINT PROGRAM
Velft 14.11 ItErliSLATFEr
Flit gal 'MO. 111
ekteraoloo, by the Kentucky GraitleiA.,racynblv ito soros dimly(' otiroetcitIii be called lute next month Weeil
oc..11,11ft.1 by the kerituvity Lollitultt
vivoted by the ligle1Vtill Assembly
eel (It of the proposals, log1144111.)
upool I Z
 
tasit.,, un 1604 1. lean'. cutely6'i' Wit gum, bola arid 1:1 tittki
were •aiggriited by the A li Chanitli r and lliep reinaltillig *Held werebrooght fin wurJ by members
thc coutioll widcli is composed 1.1Semitot s the repiesenitatIve
"levtive 'date officials, tlus preel•
..1 the Semite, thi• speaker 1r'
I I . 410 anti the govemor himself
oiler Ibe possibIlltlets of etowl 31.44i0.11 if the legislature," thr
' go ennui told the council in an im
uttonitti mitt "1 don't ray We willhave rail. kit If I decide to call tnici will lieu tabut it " The governt i t I . 1,114,1% Ii to he cotiaiderlog call
III' u 6 ,Il64 % Ohio the no.1-,4111. .11 IWO lie eisked the velum.I dill) it II to !Mall. it
out suggest it program to O.
t., re, to consider only ohne
gt. it legislation and to teach tititr,•eintint en all matting lonnieh•114. ''Atote-st oil the hills glut stuo
ill t suit rilaa for them." he toldflambee
romr44 NLW
PROGRAM 44tH FARAILKS
I' rI cit pult.ts it the soil con
....I violin. plan fro 1143i WI out1Inr(;
so:14014— of Agricolture HeniNI W.111441.
I 'the pi 'Jet oto pt ovlues fop
.;,1)0,00,11o0 outhunted to curry oil
••\petelttureu not to exceed the SoilCon Miele at 16114 stu id Dulueiille Allot
molt Act
2 The plun of estahliallingdepleting bases fot farms has beer
Them. baser will be user
v.o,litrik to measure diverftiot
.1.. ti II all/Ming to soil ceniservini
ci lips
I'dynient tut lofts from generalA.-oluting croom Und cotton,
it peanut.4 will he continuedtogether with moments to suy
tI mid 1 Jot, prodUcerli who pt.rtici
„du. in the proy,rum.
I Ocips will be cla untied as soil
conserving arid 3:411i depleting. Thur.iii sit 14.-di ions follow those estab-lished iti 1936 but some changes havebeen niade in the light of experience
vilified in the uctual operation of thiprogram and conditimui brought a•bout by the 1936 drought
5 Tiro regional set-up for the ad-
ministration of the program will Ix
virtually the same tie for 1936.lb The admInictrntive expenses of
rill County Agricultural Conserva-tion Assitclietiome will be deductedhum the payments to farmers in
their respective counties.
This V6 WI true of the North Cen-tral, East Central and Western Reg-ions in 1936 but county admlnistra
Doll canteen* it the Southen and
Make This an
Enjoyable Xmas
:-: visit
The SMOKEHOUSE
ON LAKE STREET
*WHISKIES
HEADQUARTERS FOR
i5 
•17
Such as
VAT elf—JOHN WALKER—WHITE HORSE
AND OTHER SCOTCH WHISKIES
MEXICAN TEQUILA—RUSSIAN & FRENCH
KUMNIEL—KENTUCKY TAVERN— GRAND-
DAD 18 years old)—OLD FORRESTE:R—CANADIAN CLUB—SEAGRAM AND VAR
IOUS OTHER BRANDS
•WINES FOR FRUIT CAKES
SHERRY, TOKAY, MUSCATEL, BLACK
BERRY, CLARET AND OTHER WINES.
*CHAMPAGNE GINS RUM
IMPORTED BACARDI OR MANILA RCMGORDON'S, FLEISCHMAN'S, LLOYD'S,SLOE, ORANGE AND OTHER GINS
COOK'S DOMESTIC CHAMPAGNE
"BRANDIES
JOHN A. BARRY APPLE, PEACH & PEARBRANDIES, ERILMAN'S PEACH & APPLEBRANDIES (2 year old), HENNESSY 3-STARCOGNAC, IMPORTED PEACH AND APRIdP COT BRANDIES.
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;INIVERNITY SHEEP
11110 WINNERS
AT INTERNA'fIONALOnce hum the CheekI the Agtecultural Expenitotritt Ste•ion of die University uf Kentuckyapluitsi the lion's share of high pri•us at the Intrintithouil Live Stock
• xposition in Chicago
With 27 animals fitted by Heroldartier, master shepherd, the Fit.
.crinielo Station %timings oicitidedsop grand cluittopionship, het)
 ilium.
owe iv:terve ehAtipliotedrip
''4 en first piites and a host of sec•aid. Wilt, and fourth awards.The viand chatiopkaiship awantome on it pen to three SoudidaWnmother lambs; the championships onsross•brel and Cheviot wetheiamble; the reserve championship onCheviot I we amh, while first iiye were,. 1)1,1iiined on Pen1 of lat..if each (if the Soutliclown, 1151,4.hire and Ow% lut 141141 6.114 M•V•1111.11VlitUMI sheepin 13 yeses, the Kentucky Ex-
.erlment !station lias token at thenterenetenial Live Stuck Expuelteueiwo grand eit,rniplottallips, two res•Tye grand elianipitaiships, 211 cheren•Armholes, lit reserve shlsiiipiog..t ii
.ndis len er. number of fird set,:third A it ihni
ROUTE FOUR NEWS
Mrs. Annie Klini.rn it. visiting Mr
.nd Mrs Wayne VIILI%iin in FortVayne, Ind., for a few days.Mr. J. P. Moore wn• quite pain-
'idly Injured In is fall host week buts slightly improved at present.Mrs. Amy J. Kimbro, Mrs RothicMoore and Mr. Jessie Moore of
-,utchtield spent Monday with Mr.ind Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mrs. F. C. Irvine visited her sir-
'er, Mrs W. R Gore, near Clintonlast week.
The Homemakers Club met at the
'none of Mrs. '1'. J. Kimbro Thursdayn an all-day pension. There wereiter members and two visitors pre.;era. The lesson "Care of the Hale'Nall given by Mrs. Thompson. A del-clout) lunch was served at the t10011
Mrs. ?Alma Drysdale and son. Carlhilted her parents, Mr. and MrsWillie Jackson. near Clinton a fewlays last week.
Miss Virginia Veatch, after • longliners, is somewhat unproved and1.4e to be up.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B Watkns were
'he Sunday guests of Mr. and MrsW. H. Fineh near Fulton.
Howard Lee Calrk has been quitetick for the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Phillips and
'amity, and Mr. W. B. Finch attend-xi church services at Mt. Carmel3unday.
Mr. and Mrs John Howell andiilldren spent Sunday with Mr andMrs John Bostick at Beelerton
CRUTCHFIELD
Mr and 'Ars K. H Moore had as
'heir Sunday guests: Mr. and MrsLes Everett and son, Mrs. Alf Ever-itt and son mind Mrs. Gore.
Miss Mary Lou Stinnett spent
"iaturday night with Doretha Mur-phy.
Walter Toon of Clinton spent
'Iunday night with relatives, Mrind Mrs. Elmer Stinnett.
Mrs Hannibal Seat spent Satur-lay night and Sunday with herfather of Fulton
Mrs. A E. Green returned homeSunday utter spending a few days
-tear Croley attending the bedsideIf Mr Green's mother. Mr Greenind children, Elmore Copelin andMr Taylor spent Saturday nighthere and accompanied her homeSunday.
The P. T. A. of Crutchfield will
vesent • play entitled "Girl FromTriangle Ranch."
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HORSES AT AUCTION
WE WILL I .1 I 'RI ti 111) Cif 111)1(SLY AND mnrcus Al
I. C. STOCK YARDS AT FULTON, KY.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 18
Beginning al 1.1)1/I'. ;11.—R4IN OR
Consisting of some well mated teams of yearl-ings and 2 year old fillies, mares in foal; mostall matured horses and mares broke to work.Running in age from 3 to 10 years. • This is anextra good bunch of horses---have plenty ofweight--bone and quality and will be broughthere to sell to the highest bidder.
NO 1131' KIDDERS COME AND MU THEM
FE al: VS SH
HARRY C. KEARNEY, OWNER
FUR INFORMATION, CALL WILL BEARD
FUL7'0N, KY. PHONE 412
CHRISTMAS
FRUITS
ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
APPLES
(Tree Ripened)
FRESH SHIPMENT FROM FLORIDA
BUY YOUR FRUIT Br THE BOX OR
HALF BOX
Callahan & Wade
It Fulton Ice Company
PHONE 72
fterriterreelleselelle1PPIPleree
Give Furniture ..n!lip.tClu,swas!
NOTHING could be more appropriate or desirable than a gift of Furniture.
Pay us a that and see can help you moire the family gift problem.
LIVING ROOM SUITES
OCCASIONAL (HAIRS
RANGES AND HEATING STOVES
SEWING CABINETS
Exchange Furniture Co.
CHURCH STREET FULTON, KY,
apd0•••••••• amitalkallaalliwilaa
1
I.
:e
Bennett's Drug Store
*
A Walgreen Drug Store Phone Ii
C
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SATURDAY, DEC. 19
TEN RITTER
RADIO'S SINGING ('OW 8t STAN
"SONG OF THE GRINGO"
BUCK JONES SERIAL-ALSO COMEDY
SUNDAY - MONDAY, DEC. 20 - 21
HATS OFF':
A MUSICAL HIT Di tilt I tstiN ‘NITIR MAN CLARA
Join \ .% 'S.
‘alisUMBI tor •
l'UESDA - V, LDNLSDAY, DLC. -
'WHITE LEGION",
%%Ith I \ II 14.11 •1110 ‘11
TIILIZS. .'Ni) XMAS DAY. DEC. 21 - 2.•
CONTINUOUS ON XMAS DAY STARTING 1.30 I' NI.
GEORGE BRENT - JEAN AP:1111'R
"MORE THAN A SECRETARY
,,,„„ this picture on its release date A
,,ith 1.10NLI. s'1 ANDERS
Note-The I ,011111 tint film Corp. give the !Deana the et t% liege to
TiMrIntre,feitMCV2irineiViirirart70112121211117=14,t•
SANTA ought to know because he haA hrenbringing folks the grandest presents in town
from our store. This year we're showing a mori
exeitng array than erer before. Re sure and MI f
the newest in ELGINS, GRUEN and HAMIL-
TON watches for ladies and gentlemen.
Better heed Santa's advice and come in today.
Ask about our conuenient LA Y-.4 HA I PLAN.
Andrews Jewelry Co.
Church Street Fulton, Ky
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I fun a little seven year old girl •,.,a1 to her Your little girl,
! go to school every day. Please PAULINE WAGGENER
mg me a doll that will cry and --
two, and some firecrackers and Dear Santa:
sparklers, a box of colors, a color I tun a big boy 3 years old I so
hook, wine dishes and candy and trying to be very good bet:tease ii
apples and oranges. is close to Christmas Shaer is do-
BETTY JO WILLIAMS ing the writing, FM you can read it
1 want you to bring me a toy truek
Dem Santa Claus filled with kisses and lots pretty
1 ant a little gni just five years toys Good bye till Christie:et
-Id I want you to bring me a doll, WILLARD SEAY RICEloll buggy, an aceordiun, and all _ _
of fruit, nuts and candy I
ave been it vey good latlegirl
Luta of love
NANCY CAROLYN HARDY
Fulton, Route 1
santa Claus:
I thank you for my big tricycle
.tnd everything else you brought
me last Christmas and will you
please bring me a stock farm this
time' I shall like anything you
would care to bring me and candy
Please bring Mamma and baby
something too Yours truly.
DONALD PAYNE RUSSELL
Dear Santa•
I am a little girl not quite two
years old I should like you to bring
me a wagon like Doanys and a
dull A box of crackers for I like
them better than candy. I have a
teeny weeny little brother, Neil
Will you bring him something too.
.ind a pipe for Danpa. Yours truly
DOROTHY ANNE CHEATHAM.
To harbor hatred and animosity
the soul makes one irritable,
cloomy and prematurely old.
Give a year's subscription to THE
NEWS as a Christmas Gift. Du it
today.
Dear Santa: I am a little girl Just
0 months old and I am a sweet
:dtie girl. Santa, I want you to
• iing me a set of dishes, a doll that
, ,.es to sleep and cries, and chairs
aal a table, and lots of fruit; and
.aidy. Remember all the other lit-
children. Your little girl,
EDNA LOUVINE BURROW
.zANTA CLAUS LETTERS
Crutchfield, Ky
Dear Santa:
I ant a little boy 5 years of age
•rai hope to go to school next yuar.
%ant you to bring me a big tri-
cle and lot:; of nuts, fruits and
,,,ndy Will try to he a goed boy
from now on. As ever,
GLYNN B RICE
Crutchfield, Ky
Dear Santa Claus:
I am a little red headed girl go-
ing to school at Crutchfield. Please
Santa Claus, bring me a new dress,
a doll, baby buggy, lots of candy,
nuts and fruits. Remember my mo-
ther, father, brother and please dont
forget my uncle Edward O'Neil.
Mary Magdaline Douglas is going
to patch her sock tonight. So be
WW:41r,W..tIZV.VtiNfArirti30:43/3311!:431`,413r,43C4V,43:11'.431130131A1V0
IS YOUR CAR SERVICED
FOR WINTER WEATHER!
FREEZING winter weather means your
must be in good condition. Don't be
caught off guard! Call on us to supply
-those winter accessories to make your
41riving safe, convenient and comfortable.
We are fully equipped to take care at
every type of service and repair work.
"LINE-UP" WITH BEAR
LET US INSTALL A
NEW ARVIN HEATER
ON YOUR CAR-
WILLARD BATTERIES
Make Starting Easier
ALL WORK GI' R.4 NTEED
Brady Bros. Garage
. *wt.". ...........*WroOMORWlik10.11....... k....4}.1.4:4411.4.0 .11
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, 1"l TI KENTUCKY
...Letters to Santa..
0
Den,' Santa.
I am n little boy four years old
and hilVe been n very good boy. I
would like for you to bi ing me a
waiton, a fire rock, pistol, a
pair of house slippers with rabbits
on toes. Dont forget to bring me
some flrewitrksk, candy and all
kinds of fruits. I W III bang my
,tot-king beside, my tree and will be
!tatkine for ylot Xmas morn Don't
foroet (It or bON'S ;Ind girls. )(mil
little friend,
JAMES EARL SADDLER.
A II Inman in January
- - - - ---- -
FULTON PEOPLE AT
UNION CITY ROTARY
A charter meeting of the Union
City Rotary Club was held there
Friday night of last week, with
many visitors from neighlmring cit-
ies. Among those attending from
Fulton were; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Browder, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fall,
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Bard, Paul Horn-
beak and Joe Davis
May the .vast future not have to
lament that you have neglected it
It is human nature not to be able
tr please everyune, no matter what
you do.
•• t'•' ••• .
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For 29th.
The Time
.....during our experience, we welcome the Season
of Good Cheer.
And now, that you're planning your Christ-
mas baking, let us stressthis one thought:
It takes good flour to make good cakes.
Christmas cakes made from high quality flour
always hake well, look well and ta4e
During the coming season, we hope Browder
flour may contribute in making your baking days
pleasant ()ties.
(it 'h;EN'S CHOICE or
!moil' DER'S SPECIAL
or PEERLESS
Made By-- -
Browder Milling Co.
State Line Street Fulton, Ky
'tr.)
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Bennett's
Is the
Store For
XmasShoppers
Leon Laraine Gift Set, 3 pieces ___ $2.25
3-Piece L'ADONNA SET, Box Lined _ _ $1.50
4-Piece EVENING IN PARIS Gift Set $2.95
LEON LARAINE TRIPLE COMPACT __ $2.50
L. Laraine Manicure Set, Complete, Zipper $2.35
"CHARELLE" Perfume, 1 oz. in Xmas box,-$1.00
Heat Indicator Iron, 6 lb. complete $2.39
Self-locking Electric Sandwich Toaster __ $2.29
Men's LAVENDER Shaving Set, Ideal, __•• 98c
2 lb. SPECIAL GIFT BOX XMAS CANDY
Numerous Other Various Boxed Candies
Streamlined 37-in. Wind-up Train __ _ $1.19
COMPLETE POSTAL TELEGRAPH SET $1.59
Beautiful "Pinch Hitter" Pin Ball Game __ $1.98
LATEST "GOLD MEDAL" COLOR SET 98e
"MICKEY MOUSE BAND WAGON _ _ 69c
38-in. Rub-er-Shot Marksman Set __ 
_ 98c
New realistic Telephone Set, Complete __ $1.59
Dionne Quins Aluminum Set, 20 pieces $1.19
"Sky-way Electric-lighted Airport Set _ 98c
MICKEY MOUSE MOVIE JECTOR 
_ 98c
LIONEL CIRCUS AND TRAIN SET 
_ _ 98c
15-in. BOY & GIRL SNOW DOLLS, each $1.09
ATTRACTIVE 14-piece TOOL CHEST $1.39
21-in. Red Streak Steel Wagon ___ _ - _ 98c
20-in. Life-sized Dressed Baby Doll 
 
 $1.19
And Dozens of Other Sensational Gifts.
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FOR FULL POWER, EASY STARTING
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y to Pillage resuited.some •JfIll inenicmiive too The secret of the nicotine-oil elan-Chrlstritsaa Candy Roll 
!ie.+ in the fact that the oill-:.1 cup corn syrup 
used Is highly refined to remove themaple tlavoring I p!.operties that injuie the foliage of1:s cup chopped dates or raisins ocir,ts 'mi.; oil is completely vole-11 red red maraschino cherries 
•ile cult less and ocl.,rless(chopped/
The tveotine-oll spray is appliedmaraschino cherries 
•!dant.; ,mililitted in the form of(chopped)
a fine rniA or fog. WO1 k is going
0
111No Fon VOIR
CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS
31...co.twoco.o..4.0 • 1 a
or •
IF HE'S PROUD OF HIS C11: THEN HE'D BE PROUD OF
Automobile
smite ttletrA• rteirr•PIPIPPe
AUTO HEATERS
The Arvin Heaters. Three
sizes priced up from $9.95 and
Installation FREE
11011430.141 Plet ...1411etVetelreb•W.Sot
Krartoectr.rvitic.-.vir ver..-:,$•
FLOOR MATS
For most make cars. They keep
the car much warmer, awl
cost so little. Installed FREI:
41•4•11441.'wes.scrStV5ifi5teirelCteleW"
Accessories
AUTO RADIOS
We have the Philco, Arvin or
Motorola Radios for cars at
$31.50 up. Inst. FREE.
AUTO 110IINS
We have the horns that sound
different and will please you.
Get one.
44.4110.1KIC.7.111114V1P11411r." "Artitel
•^5.II4.. 
.1tel**"'0111.*T1 •"*T"
SEAT COVERS AND
RADIATOR COVERS
For comfort and beauty let
us equip your car now. Seat
Covers 23 up. Radiator
Covers 75e to 61.25. Installed
FREE
111111Pavv-stems
BUT, BEST OF ALL-WHY NOT GIVE THE
FAMILY ONE OF THE NEW 1937
PLYMOUTHS
qr•
tar jg 3
fori
4 k NEAR FREIGHT DEP01.- Fl
•a1••
FOR M0111111
L14111
WWI Blankets
1,10nnvleits Golvni
All Wool Rugs
Chromium wat.
Chenille Rath Mats
Ilandchief Sots
0.0
O
FULTON, KY
evpi1liwa41•17‘.'"if•ININIMVIIIIPPIall•Orle•PMS10114144/41•IligsagaMe/41.1.4
I. ns toil on ti special type of swayer The postmaster maid that inatruc-%sill insure satisfactoiy ter- tams flow Washington were thatit without injury to plants. twit- V. ill be no delivery on Christ-Ii • the di.co‘vry of the thty except Iii the (line of specmiotine•oll spray id given to I'. () delivery packagoi and letters,•;I :ea, oh 'it 01.er in enturn• 
-
• ,1 ,1 14 K of Clop' ..".FULTON COUNTY HEALTE.itolent rusviirch the-lx; !•,tatIon
I V t 11111•1Ni ‘14 SHOP-
INDIt ATED AT P. 0.
t Fulton post office, always the
• oi the community du:-tie Chiistmas rush, announced
has already noticeda (I:wink-al:le I•iriewie in lousinessII)
 1,1:11( Ate irfilrt of the put-lie is ob.
:air., ,og the ieeietinitil request tier
of Yuletide packagesi I I, 1)111 1 ,,f the Christmas rush1111.1 I ,,iised ;Avow/ions that the lo-cal to.0 office v•ill lo the largest
I11 1.11,y 41I1'ent Sr:111.lal aridthat (",ri .troa.: mailing in this corn -
11111 •ty roily even reach a new all-tura. Peak
.• 1.1 the time and theirou';le v ; ,ch rowleis can slaVe
rt•lic.,,g article.; now, Postmaster
atM !I, ti
 1 1 I ,da!•• asked reFidentsof t icy to take pains thisyear •ci %% rap packages carefully and
'it vu'' :111 11111/1IS,VW,1 legibly. The
 Fol.
ton rs,,st office most abide by mail-ing. wrapping. packking and insur-ance iegulations which have a Itetidy
re•ccive,1 from the postal dep-roonent at. Washington.
"l he rti,h ut Cl risttnas cards willnot hevin for nearly a week, theme !pig public being far more ad-cur a. to serleiv .'ards early than to
••.tii!4:ing valuable packages. Thei: of the card mailing usuallyi• iii.ound December 20-22
DEPARTMENT
Grade R. Rowntree, M.D.. MesterN., home is properly screened un-less it is screened with le mesh
,% .re 12 rind 14 mesh screen do notprevent the entrance of malariacsi.rying mosquito according to the
research of U. S. Public Health Ser-vice Because of the acriousnella ofthe malaria problem in this countythe Fulton County Health Depart-ment is making a special effort atthou time to Induce the merchantsI'm sell only 16 mesh *cream. Peoplemay ask why we are advocatingthis at this time It is because thethe;chrints are placing their ordersfir spring delivery of screen wireA solesman said the other dayutter he left Fulton County going
south he ner•er sold less 'Jain a 16ni,,sh screen
The peoph• of Fulton County
.111,puld be as well protected against
nialaNsi as those in other districts
POSTMASTER ANNOUNCES
ARRIVAL OF SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBERS
Social Security numbers are be-mg received here by the postmaster,and will be mailed out to applicantsas soon as posible These number*must be preserved for future idea-tif;cation, and holders are urged toOnce them in a safe place for keep-ing.
WE SAIL
ALONG INTO
ANOTHER
CHRISTMAS
SEASON
YES, another Yuletide is here, and with times so much
improved, the season will bring great happiness and joy to
families everywhere.
Many of our patrons will glory in the joy of having a new
home-or their old one remodeled-this Christmastide. Next
year we will help make other homes happy, for 1937 will doubt-
less bring increased building activity.
LUMBER-BUILDING MATERIALS
OF ALL KIN3S
Come in NOW and see the new
models. Drive them. Test them
and then when Old Santa gets
on his way be sure he has one
for the family. They are the
most economical car on the mar-
1. et today.
W. P. Murrell Lumber Co.
gc4I.,4.44:4,411,CCCtIACktccutty.ccilAtia.cci it-Ist41A-m4A-4 9%-A%
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TIU111111 CI A SANTA i. ii.i‘. tettike a'att, Virginia there is not thate Nobody .:141k conceivi, ,CLAUS." Eltirttlt P4,a1 a a S1111t/I 1, 14111‘ Ile exists as via tardy imagine all 1114. %% tinders thraa
e 414111 1111.11.1L111 44111.1 41(11,010'1. 111141111 ,11111 41117•1,1.111,1V in thegeeeral year, ago there appeared ••••,, • and you lotaw that 111C) I l..,1 may tow aratt the bal•y's : . 1
in the New Yeti' Sun en eibtei oil ..., ' Ind give to your lite its II, h Ita 01.1 „,,, a llot a,„kia, ow ,
elilitlr,d, ''Is There a Santa Claus"- est beau.) ;mil :toy Alsra h,,a da , % it. di, hill IL 1111(.1 ie • Vol al,‘,..„ i
a .he v4.11,1 iii. r,,,Iii• it i, ill, It' ,i1:11 .lil k rt U'llt‘h nut Oil`It was the editor's impart. to the rol• would l t t Illtl W lowing lellel u i OM% hint t., 41 little Sante Claus It would lie Ile tll'i.irr0 ,,Iii,11.4' ,1 Mail, Wit eVil.11 the uniteda ti I as it there were n., V •• alma:. '11,, 14 .ti• aa,14 ot all Oa stitalgest menDear Filitor 1 ant 8 years old %amid be tw ch • al l • lo• stint than, that a% et lived, caula tear alaa t,Some of my little ft tends say thetas no poetty, to' r• ,on, e t,1 make 1.'1 0111\ 1,0111, til , i, ) 1.1,441 y, hive,
no Santa Claus l'ana says ''i _. eraida this ay 1 ,,,,,a• wi., 411„,„1,1 . 1 a ,,„t. d i, 1, 14sil .1dri the, tutis Ityug see it ill the Sun, it's so” Hoag* , .i,.., It., en 1..v a .eto . ra• via 111 W.' 11' ,LI,1 • 0' \\ 111Id 1,10111•• 1111,1 k41)41,1let net the ti.ttilt -is there a Saida ..•1(1 .1 ight Thc ,••• •••.41 a ,,, t', ti I e .,,t% ,•,.•1 •_1y cci a 1 IN it ..,
I.1114.11 1. ill,Iiii i0,1 fil'• ,ti %‘' , i" .4111" \Ii Vi i i I.rIII. I'l i,l VIP^ 1' o
Cli0.141 ,
The laillotlianswerel tile lull.'tli '111 '''';`,..1 I l'c '''"'h' '1 !''''' i'vll' vi' I t ' ' “i: ' WI: Ili,. '4 I ,' II .0,1with the ao.ownitt eattoria.t ..•. III rililil 12,0I14' I ,' , , .
VII1IIIII. )LiU1' 11Ille Ill'IlThriN rile. ,... i 0, I-0 ' liii ,,, \ 1 ' I , , i r i , i I , r : , i.ti .\ t,
WI Olt TIIEN 1111%1* 141'11 4111,%1•11111 1./) ' ,L11, 41/111.1 1 L 1L111' 1,1111 1,, 1 it I, III 11 \ • I IL ill ' L •`, V IL , 
.it ,
the 1 pt•cautt of a ••Illiti•Ileill sae iii it., ,.iitiii. , ii‘ i -.1 th!hi..,. ,, i \i te,i hp,. , tiiih, ,, hi41.01 ttot believe es•ept they see I , cat, a ita Ci.,,,-.. 1.•0i ,.'• I il IL 1 W t• ,11 t', ,11,1i• 1, 1111.,, ,,,,i I ,
wy ink that twilling can
i
1,10 .11,1 I , ' , ,L '`,1 LILL 1, ,•, , ,'• Ili 11•'111 "1 it.iiiidlio,nle 
which not compriliensille to theit a ll, .i.,,, it. a 1.,1 ••,,,i,I,1 that ta • l'
atilt mauls Aii natal.. 1;01011,4, aa a.,,,I• WI' 4 :•.411!,. i:1 U. , , t. 1:• .1 1)1.01 Sitt•ta
whether they be ineit's or t•hildt en's, I. 1, , art, iticte i• no ',Iota al-, •
SIC little In this greet tiniyetse. ell 'I lir. 111,51 11%11 OW' LL• :LI I'Lk: •,1 ,I
ant, in ids intellect, NI 4:01111.)1414.'d tilt' Illotie tile? lielllitil tilillillvII
With the boundleits world about hint. MINI CrIll NOV Illrl till t.• el Svc tail les
as measured by the intelligence cap- 41111.4'111g 4444 OW I/1 Wil. tit 4 010 ;44,.. 4,, I
able of grit•aang the' " 1 'LI.' 11111h 4411,1 Flat that'•. •••• pt,• .1 that the‘ ••••
---- -- - -
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iolliVrii dill
ll'easc Deal Sal 1., ,I,a, t torget
little ft tends
,latley Ann Bane
Santa
ilvie I ant aga ,,1 this year Plea .l.
bring me skates, cue. coy soit, dish • t.
istit r set, doll, saavtaig_ set, fruit,(witty and nuts Neese. Santa, dot.'
beget fitly little Laiy or gill LI.%
Betty Lou Holleran
- —
to; Dear Santa
I have been t good girl. I am Pit%
''II Stinted to ••••lioul tins
ear, vial am learning feat Plea,.,',
• , a a 1,,,• .1 •• I me ,le •l4. doll trial
et' ... e.r.', „ -, , !• ).,ic , it' i oti1l11:,. 11,1,4
111.
e9 
ori iilltl JI' 1,1I Il.4`) ..ills%0 been i;ood !
ti" 
Jitne Evelyn Lunt .
e 41 ,ty Dear Santa.
ef..,•
 
.•  I Ian a httla 1 ,,y• six yaw. old, ith i
YES, SIR, Boys and girls, Old Santa really tin- : hi.trig me a car I can ride in. par
Anited to sc1,,,i itos year. Plea I.
AV loaded his sack when he stopped here. Our store d, -( lagh top hoots, lace leg pati•:•.
Tinaertoy, tilling :11,1110 and a -
.*, 
Tutu -is chock full of tile fines't toys you ha ‘ e ever sill .4 f,* run That is all I want but brio-
,s. Don't fail to visit us..: ,0 Jear,, a 111.,••• Jones tor rif c
!tu,k Jone.; cataL44,y suit. tent. p, '0  
OR * ' 1.11` .411,1 II PAU. •,1 OA:avg. Pt,'., a1 ,1 mg ii,,.1,, , ,.r and daddv sometlika;
,.. GAMES ()F ALI. , •..:
1 .4 
i;, / KINDS, DOLLS i'' . vv,:iiam Miatt & Walter B
•• I DOLL I)ISIIES, ''' 4 Joit,,, aet 0 ; . • .WAGONS, VELO- \.... tv, 1 h., i est Santa Clauset
till! CIPEDES, TRAINS,K., : .
„,* .v. ...k ant to tell you 
time 
th wat e
TOOL CHESTS,  .,,.e.yi.ti our mamullet- and daddy. Nov.-
• tat gaod most af the and have
ei !., tins I tan asking you to bring ,
el! f` —la. /.71 COLOR SETS, POP .•
. it Pur--- ••'-'a - , i GUNS, TOY PIS- Ii.,,,,,(..„,lt. 
:;:...; - it b--ig baby dull. dull bed, dull
....,;:y, flute .teluplione. tennis rue-
• auct and halls, and tliates. Shirley
•1 ' •
•10 • :-.":. !tier (the cutt••.1 hula palmy) a Car.
P__, ••••.• 1 TOLS, BA L Ls 1.4,',N.61.:\i, :,, Temple wat• h And my little bro-g, DU I I' TR IT K S, \;A,..)‘
TABLES, TA BL ES k•") :..'re telephone. truck. train taic
tnart•les. 
a COW -
horn.'Pt
& (7HAIRS, DESKS , • hoy outfit. Of cola st. you won't for-
sti validate on k. and 
eiJt
S 30, * get the XiliZIS t•:itAP-, & CHAIRS, BIN( w S
At. 
' PIN GAMES, Ping 
4 We ill laave our Xmas tree light---
• •• 4 ..d., you tan !•••••• whel.c we live, and
F: Yong, Blackboards, .01 know you we stippam.1 t•• stop here
011111111111110Meemecimmewatenramat . , 
Mall forget. 1.• 1 ,!1•11.4.4-•er, :V Ann Averitt Roper Lii:,, (.11,1
Py-Rex Ovenware .fr/ R, 'bet t Whitest.' Roperand
Percolators & Irons 44:j....: • .
t' Ky. Hardware & hip!. Co..: ..,
...
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4s7 A Well-Repaired Home
WE have a complete stock of
lround the
HOME
Means Happirecs
and Comfort
LUMBER — ROOFING — BUILDING \ I.!
CEMENT -- PAINTS - VARNISHES VI \ii
STRIPPING TO KEEP OUT COLD WINTER
. .4,. Pierce - Num.,7
,, 
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1)car Santa
„. 
ant 
,a It a 1 ttt(14 ,i•i•ryi•icsimx ty. eati r sGo. l an
u,:tchtne gun. a pair id zipper house en, 
,,„,,a haat, goodl'4'.41 watch. DU air ii.stl )'
Nadine Potts'lane. a tr•ant ,••ne. a little steam en-
- -
.11,o. and lott, of firew(,iks. frt,az n,„‘.1 5..;„
..• and •atialy Don't forget It)'I P14.:r .1. iroit file 0 fire truck with
• •Itaia. a dt•rnper hi Lit k • ,..,ng
no••• •••••••41Olemmaa 
N 11 —morzE WEL-
COME 11-4AN EVCR
Electircul Appliances
as Christmas 0.Fts • .
U 3C This Che.k List—
If, 10 /
I .,./44.
4, , 1,4
Aftr.,•••••.•if 411• f••••
g *to II••••••
i.Ve• ,"••11 ;,!•,1 all the ot'.••r
h en Y, \%...1 11:114.1e Nf„:111indan.
Dear Santa
I ant a little laiy three year!, oldI wan! :,•ti t•• brine me a littie wait-
a!:. a teddy Lear, wane rabbit bootie-
11.4.,11 a key, a lam-
!,I,I !incl.., ha, of little trucas and
ILO
ELECT
RATE
Cost of Electric Service Will Be Reduinil An
A, wage of II Percent, on Basis of Present Ow,
84.9inn:n9 January lust .... Much Greatur Savings
fcr Many Residential Cuatomws .... All Cominu-
niiies to Have New Simplified Blosii-Ruto Plan
MR. and MRS. 110MEFOLKS: The cost of food,
fuel, tent, nod almost e‘er)thing uke is going tip- lait 111;s
reduction in my wages mem,. (hit I %ill do mote %%ink thiil
ever in your home for tht price of a few is hung
Vilth chile nisi lower rat•.s, you ran easily afford to hate mi•
do your washing and ironing, your swicping and cicatting, yourit 
refrigeration, your cooking, watirdicating anti many otitis Li.ks.
SO lit mu banish your housaccrim.: iltaidpry . . . giii you
hettcr lighting . . . more comfort% Mkt cons Vial:11MS . . . Mote
amt. for reefs:atom . . . and altogidar a happier home.
You'll find MC thi thiaptst, most 41 • 11.1.11•14.• stoma
you can hire. And the more I du for you, di,. illy h,-ivly
MO' of pay,
Our I . ,1 manager will gladly explain all about the new rates
and about ray work. Come in soon. 
REDDY K11.0A'ATE
Your t-lect,icjl Sei van,
• a. .• t a • f little .1.1 4
l I' to I ring me lit-; , .•,.., ., al .a.,t a dull 1411 .•,y
I' t't ; ,. ut :-. v. t.t1 pea- my hat.).
l•rathet
N'utir title lit4y
C. /1 1 Mgr
1 , at't toraet Pada. 'Mama. WaY.
‘1. and Mite Hitt, your little friend,
Wendell Norman
Went Ahr nien look for a cold, we,
t•at you can look for anything
Alger Wade :..au ploase
l)irtionay. Self control--
, •no...,ine, %..e tell nur children they
ri,4 Pict this sentence ''Dc-it- er San-
t.• C; Don't l•ritia, na• anything,
giYe •Itaie It little Joseph.
I • th•• street
sa. ma se sas t••. - lava spa ae Car" ye. Ie. VS, V,, •••• YO•c.ianiardieraire.w.,...:,. • 'sot er•••3•14,1.— eastsaalsoosietaa canresa..eattageseitsassaasaviietaimeata
-
I)'• -at ..,
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-i Yes, Indeed.
tittintmvt
The Aladdin
is the Ode
-‘; Gift I Knoi
that Pleases
the Entire
Farr*"
-says
Santa tti.s
les,„,e0 Santa is 
rightfir 
 Vf
1111•11 The
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liercsene(nMantletz7,7
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NEW PERFECTION
A gift you'll use and enjoy
every day of the year
VIE ALSO SUGGESTOO
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Fostoria Glass--
Heisey
Keen Kutter Scissors
Guns and Rifles
Bicycles
-Tricycles
Boy's wagons-Sleds
Tool Chests—.
Flash Lights
Silverware—
Don't forget our True TagPaint--- 1flfl pure.
A. Iluddleston
l'Alte=1.11111111414111114Mstosemierreanneememme.......—
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ADD JOY TO MOTORING
fa& 4
4
'MORNS, radios, heaters, raillator covers, or-
unanients and other fine ureessuried to add tothe pleasure and comfort of motoring await youheru. Gifts of thoughtfulness and utility.
Sc8t Covers
Two-Tone Horns
Hot
-Water Heaters
Car Radios
Spotlights
Batt( ries of all kinds
Fisk Tires
Trico Wipers
Radiator Covers
Auto Polish
Tire Chains
Rear-Vision M irrors
COMPLETE MOTOR REBUILDING
AND SHOP EQUIPMENT
Jones Auto Pads Co.
4 ri4*-404.44-t-rs04441-.4.
At Your Service
WE have opened our New Sandwich and Lunch
Shop on Commercial Avenue and Invite you to
visit um, or phone 930 for delivery service.
SAND W ICHES
COLD DRINKS
CONFECTIONS
TABLE, COUNTER 6 CURB SERVICE
Walker's
LIINCH AND SANDWICH SHOP
Commercial Avenue Fulton, Ky.
licaut Variety.. .VALUE
UPPERS
All the styles that women love...in
rich Velvet, soft Kidskin and Glove
Kid Sak Brocade...with hard or pad-
ded leather soles. All the wanted colors.
They're unmatchable a: :his pea:* . . .
- DOTTY
'11111: FULTON COUNTY NEWS FULTON KES:112 41tv• •4...111011.111~.41.411~101111
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)171;Christmes Piny
awa••••••araa,,II V
•S eq.
by Katherine Edelman
 
vaall....a.apammaa•-•••••••••
Li
I N sriurt. of 1,,, 6..., music. ineChristir..‘ ,.no.,Iptirie. DoriAilt it'll was it.isei able to tlic
fir,.? time In 1,14 tile Dirk ,1„aa mpg
lit tins het to vomit. 'iii, else
Lzr onus the Mat d,ence he
soothed to tilIV• eyes and sins tot
lust one person-Barbet* tdvetioti.
a visitor troth Chicago Dor, i
,uuldn't understand it. Barba' a
,vils nut even pretty Uu. thew
...as Dick, banging on Ivor) word
silo wee saying end leaving IA11 II
6.t. Licit iced
Oniy yestanday tie had ueen sue
gaining that the) get married
'Mere was his writing lie had told
tar something would 4annng from it
talong long. Editors couldn't keep
osylos "nu" forever But no
he seemed to have forgotten that
she even existed. Dolls lead heard
uf men growing suddenly infatuat•
ed like that
driatching a wrap qhe hurried out
Oh the .end.. te could, 1 beet
the gayety motel moment Sud-
denly she felt herself whirled
ground Dick had come quivkly
through the dotimay "I've 401
the whole dupe from his.' he was
buying excitedly. "I'm on the way
to nail'. Moil you know (he'd
THE Ban-bate Overton who took
first place in the biggest counsels
last year-and. I dney -she's put
roe right on the track I'm going
to win big nior.ey next year-you
see if I don't. Dot's, are you will-
ing to take a chance, and marry
me right away- to make It a
Christmas wedding?"
Which was exactly what Doris
did
5 lir •*914(41
'elrNP:er+1 40diSalreir 104111gg
in ADD NO S.VIN
`Is
"Monis. sit Santa ClatiS •
saint!"
"Yes, dear '
"1 knew 1 was right Johnny
said that Santa was only your fa
ther and I told him I knew tkat
Santa wasn't daddy 'Lause he's no
HOLLAND'S SANTA
rHILDREN of Holland believe
16•4 that St. Nicholas was a kind-
hearted Spanish bishop who had
heard about their land of dikes,
windmills and tulips and decided
to pay it a visit, says Johan Hart
In "Picture Tales from Holland •
He arri,,ed there long years ago or.
December 5. and began giving chil
dren presents. Since then he ha-
always returnea on that night to IL.
the wooden shoes of Dutch ehildre:,
with gifts. The children in turn
teave out some carrots in bay for
is horse
1•"trortortier...riewittot41•1111.141145
$1"
to $2.49
(18 STYLES TO
CHOOSE FROM
SHOP
FULTON
41ksesitio•lisAAse.
.111.111.1111Seeellaw..re.,.ww 
-
• r',",
•11411•11er.ry tr.Ace
"c- 4.0 Of • 'I` N
Peva •••
•Yanilaaaawataaaana,aaaggiliihMail.
'.4•1•1401.111A,A1 4. sr • 41.141414/•••  •PIAA,Aqi•
INF PUTTY SHOP SAYS IT
Let Us Do It For You - "Dotty"
1()sicry
( )1- (h it iii3sIv!
it lit i'rt /raw,*
19c $1 $1.25 t hepair
*()L1 give iler three pair or
SIX pair, or even a dozen -the nice
thing to do is to choose this hosieryin our three wardrobe types-walk-ing, afternoon and evening hose of
exquisite loveline
, .SAE 01 I: It /A /WU'S!
Nal,t lu r haw' and thrilled with
Vt lightt al and L %imitate Feminine
'lingerie'
for MILADY'S leisure moments;
PeLs-ROBES "a"mg $1.98
BLACK CHIFFON GOWNS $3.95
BLACK LACE DANCE SETS $1.50
. SATIN LACE DANCE SETS $1.29
BLACK SATEEN PAJAMS $1.98
SATIN AND CREPE PANTIES 69(
" CORDUROY PAJAMAS $330
PANNE SATIN ROBES $3.50
F. SATIN QUILTED ROBES $2.98
FRENCH FLANNEL ROBES $3.98
SMOKER Velvet and Satin $8.95
USE OURGOWNS-PAJAMAS Satin
 $2f;‘, Layaway Plan
Smart hid
GLOVES
111k. and Brun.
Many Styles
$1.49, $1.98
Waal ip riFt
and 7 ti-Its
SWEATERS
OP
•1•1•HilkAtsr, in-. if *ft. I
41
lost'
44.0,,,dmva
$1.00 $1.98
A bag in the hand is wor-
th two of any other gift
at Christmas time!
SHP 00g, up
(IA .> • •%
TWIN (1.98
SETS Up
All Winter
COATS
reduced.'
SPORT
COATS
I aim M J.;
$7.95
trtinnud
(OATS
aim $ to $20
$12.95
1,4%01114
0
Wool Flannel
SKIRTS
)imSeveral styles -black, brown andthe football colorsof red, green andgrey. royal blue.end rust. All siz-es $1.911
SLIPS FOR GIFTS
Panne Satin Slips __ 99e
Pure Dye Sat. Slips $1.98
Balbriggan Pajamas $1
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL _CHRISTMAS
WITH
/04.41
GIFTS!
"'.4-I s' !"*"W"4'4 T.* • 6, WOW
GIVE "HER" A
DRESSES
New high shade frocks,
soft prints, chiffon fluf-
fy sleeves and gave orna-
ments, their gay air will
make your Xmas cheer-
ful.
$4.98 to $6.99
for the holiday festit ilitm
we hare dazzling alluriny
Formals
$495
$995
Come in
See Them
Taffeta-net-lustrious wins In
a host of color. The daring types-
and the feminine shkrtmaker
styles. A nice selection awaits
you
REALLY THRILL HER
WITH A NEW
FUR COAT
1P1
$39$49
SEALINE
$39
S59
hIDSKIN
$69
Theme have been reduced 351.for quick selling. Now Is your
chance to have that long-wanted
coat at a substantial saving.
rawmpremitememminesiffInesemiewpawawanweirawatiewainiswiwitweierameitseffselessal
DOTTY SHOPFuvroN
reaweenesereqweeasureeeMelleentR.444i
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. CET UTMOST VALUE FROM YOUR CIIRISTMAS DGI.LAR BY BUYING CIF'S FC' EVEPYCH AT KASNOW'S
We're going to du on) share toward making this Fulton's merriest and happiest Christmas! To you, MIT good ft.!, 1,!;14 and neighbors. we send this message
a Chrisimus good u-ill, together with a more tonert le expression of oar appreciation of your loyalty aria patronave through Vise rast few years.
Read el Cry item on this page, then come dawn ea, Ill and see the rest af them with your own eyes. Hundreds of good trill bargains-right in the heart
Christmas season. It's our way of saying Merry C'hristmas to you all:
11.11 1.01mwme weigior4wompetipurpripmp, -irowtre .y....... 0 --., rr. rvirmot.topitillampalegesicias WAPIPIAAARMIAMIIAAPIt' PA,114,4•7 ral•Zirlar°11964 14••• • 16101411111AlAPIMNIAP11611440644104404-At 4ANIKAIWAIWPOIVIR•  - •e• I ilia.- 4' ;•... V4'.... A A,Ve"Nt.
1 Ladies Sat'n Pajamas $3.95 Ledies' Robes $2.25 to $4,50
SHIRTS for Him!.
AA
Never have we assembled a wider selection
of Shirts. Quality materials in a wide
range of colors and up to the minute
styles. Give one or more Shirts to Him68( to $1.7.1for Christmas
KIP41111114111 0411•1116114140111MAPIAPIPINPV.:4144INC44..wArfAMAri‘
Gifts for men - boys
Men's Suits $9.95 to $18.50
Men's Zipper Coats, suede $2.98
Men's Combination Top Coats and
Itaincoats . _ $2.95 to $3.95
Men's Black Melton Zipper Coats $2.98
Men's and Young Men's Hats, in new
styles and shades ___ _ $1.50 and $1.98
Men's Silk Hose in beautiful Christmas
boxes, 2 pair to the box, box 50c
Men's Mufflers 
__ 39c and 49c
Men's Pajamas 
_ _ _ 98c to $1.95
Men's Robes _ 
Ties, in Christmas boxes .25c, 50c and $1.00
Men's Dress Trousers . $1.98 to $3.95
Men's Underwear _ 
_. 69c and 98c
Men's Blue Work Shirts __ 49c to $1.00
Men's Washington Dee-Cee Overalls _ $1.00
Big Smith Overalls _-_ $1.25Oskosh-B-Gosh Overalls 
- $1.59
Men's Plaid Zipper Jackets, all wool _$3.95
Men's and Boys' Tweedoro 
Suits ----------------- -
.95$ and $7.00
Sweaters for Men and Children
Shorts and Shirts, each _ 25c and 50c
APIPIPIPIPIPINIAPIPIPIPMPCACAPIPMCMIC ARCAPVCAPINSIO04417.iv.C:4,11
BLANKETS
These lovely blankets are a very "Warm"
way oi-' saying "Merry Christmas. We
have them in a nice assortment of pastel
shades. Part wool, 66x80 doutde 1 610,
.? I .70
locafitVwc e maxts.rnectitee-z-.,!<, AMC -
448 Lake Street
Ladies' Negligee _$3.95
Ladies' Metallic
Hats 98c to $1.96
Scarf and Cap
Sets . 49c to 98e
Ladies' Fabric or Wool
Gloves _ 50c
Ladies' Kid Gloves $1.95
All Crepe Silk Dress
Materials, 3 1-2 to
4 yards $1.98
Bed Spr( ads, in all new
designs $1.00 to $4.95
Ladies' House Slip-
pers 39c to $1.00
Ladies' Silk Under-
wear 25c, 50c and
Ladies' Purses 50c, $1, $1.95
Pillow Cases Zic 
_ 15c, 19c, and 25c
Ladits' Silk Crepe
Gowns $1.00 to $1.95
Ladies' Pajamas $1 to $1.95
Outing Gowns -19c to $1.00
Prinetss Slips $1 to $1.95
10.111114•Ccnt,(•* f sr • ,r;••-•-•1:',71-1,4"1"*.',!'firc -•••°' 4. •s, '•"'. •
SHOES MAKE EXCELLERI CHU
We carry a good line of quality footwear for ladies',
men and children, in an attractive range of prices.
FOR LADIES' FOR MEN FOR CHILDREN
1.95 4).95 1.98
and l" to 4.5" 98c
%PI 44,01•14111APPIPIAMIANIAMINIMPIPPre Amoy4. • cocorve 
. /Nrirer vlet
TO1S-DOLLS FOR CHILDREN
In our children's department we have games, toys
and other gifts for children. And Dolls for the little
miss.
•Ieveisisimoccit.".evd.fle14141PittiN140110 Wirt At: 4A44441.1'1'.14,•."41.e.e:. .f.'46044,-cMr.v!
Small Boys Hats
Children's Flannel
Pajamas _ .
Children's Flannel
Robes
9Zie Baby Blankets 39a to 98c
Children's Purses,
59c each 15e and 25c
Bath Powder, Pictures.
Toilet Sets
iperaidemiNvorieriminswervialip..v1/4-ww.r. imnerie.coztrwr-gviiinglencietestwiie-rove
CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
Christmas without handkerchiefs is not Christmas.
Gay sport patterns and daintily embroidered hankies
offer a wide choice of selection.
4PC1.14P:414041410441•Vr.*1 .'*%,; .0 .c• ;01
Give
.4DMIRATION
Costume Hositry
This Christmas
A gift that will give sheer delight. A high grade hose,
in a silk crepe Mystery Twist? Hose made heel
within heel. Packed in individual Christmas boxes,
$1.25per pair
%Kis p.
Ghtistmas 'z'ak of
Cot s and Dresses
Ii
7'
OLF:i104
COATS
of
What woman wouldn't love a coat. If
you ask us, we think a glance through our
ready-to-wear section will convince you that
Santa really has been here. You'll love the
smart jaunty lines and the luxurious furs
that make a soft frame for your face. Why
not make yourself a gift of a brand new coat
at Christmas time when looking well means
much.
$18.50 VALUES, "1/1,.-;„
$12.50 VALUES, SALE
OTHER COATS
DRESSES
$14.95
$5.00
For parties or ar,) ot tat- many holiday
festivities women will feel "at their best" in
one of these luxurious frocks specially pur-
chased to meet your holiday needs. There's
a frock for every type. Keep your fingers
crossed--you may be lucky enough to get
ono Christmas morn.
1 LOT GRESAS
$5.00 VALUESI SALEiRICE
$7.00 VALUES SA" pRich
The Entire Family'
• o: .4Vairnr1.1. ' 4 • 'V , - - .
$1.95
$1.95
$4.85
Fulton, Ky.
I
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Our cul.itinners and fiduar,
yon a very Itu rry Christmas. We
arc truly grateful for your finepatronage and splendid spirit of
co-operation. You h: ye made it pes-
slide for us, too, to enjoy ChristirtvLet u iga ill l'hani, You and
may every joy Le your: at Christ-
mas time.
Kenneth Watt
t .1Jan:wet'
Mari Ray
(;rocery
Caned Fords
PEACHES "."`" '" 13cAu.
ICKITO RICE 19(
MILK C. C. 4 Larric 8(
PORK & BEANS c. c.. 2 1°r
 11(
IS(
I ic
29(
25(
12
lit
10;
29(
29(
APRICOTS c"'"NA"°NO. 21 2
CR.SBERRY SAUCE °'"Spay
PRESERVES
GRAPE JAM
SOU? ('empbells Tomato3 FOR
TOMATOES ".
BEETS • -0.VD.4LE, No. 2'
PINK SALMON .'. i "'
POTATOES "ED. iei lbs.
SALAD DRESSING Ent:Il
-
.0‘
_pe- • -
-NC
 7A/
cL.
I
6 s'*.
2-lb. JAR
14
THU', rri,r()N .sourrry
.....momoovosmosimarmimomommenw 
NEWS,,IITLTP"' KENT1'.(1{.1
WE WILL BE (.'L.11) ink: FOOD (.11' 11.1StiFTS
(Huy JUMBO, ('aliforttia
AC01 QU4Si1, lb.
9c
LH. 9c
:;ew, 11). 31
LtLatia
Cr;Li..1( lOc;At i la I LLLOIV 4
 lbs. 1 4(
• t , 0‘‘ V.11102 !id
c""cauliflower1 VE for salads, buncii 5c
LABEL LICUTS id". 111/2(
A VACAD0`; new shipment Etccc.:Ly, Band, SccoLLAniy, hunch 71..c
PhRSINS 2 LES. 15c
PA It:-;LEY, Fr( Ai, bunch
CARROTS .c.""T" cllise Stlliwch
PRE CANE SUGAR LIVIT with
(GAUD LARD
Mill KING FLOUR
WNW. FIGUR
• - otitr_..--arik
11(1.,..4%1%.: ,,,1:7411;41r3C431`,C41,433griVall'iVCierilit
I :00
lb.
SALT MEAT Flat Back lb.Chins Plate lb. 11c
1St GROUND BEEF "1"1
 11). 15(
SlicediLiergoDd . lb. v. 33,QuickriziL, lb.
OURS SELECTS' 1'1"1
 35c 
nam
 ImutosE 12.z. 121,12 tstandards, 2k with Beans
HECK Betts 3 HIS. isc (:ESE FULL CREAM lb. Bc
Pi ices on this Page ilood II *This Week
Lle GlagEhIES 10 "s.
 46(
JO-DEE 4
18 LI:S. $1.49
Pln. or Self-RisingJEWEL COFFEE ."--Bs. 45(
Give Food Banket.;
LB. ('..1RTON
11 LBS. Plain or
Stlf -Rising$1.39
LB.
49c
79c
21 LBS. 69c
15c
This Year
PJ El
-1,-1, • .64...,"f76,Y2
"The Contretc FtitAl Market"
FRUIT CUE IN ROI
hER GRACE COE
Brea(
LL. 
4X 
r
KROGER
Clo:k Bred
is Fresher
.1GE1. VAC/ 1 .1/ PA( KED
21 2
 LB."..
3 LBS.
Roas DozEN Sc WU) E WHE `;T, RY "c' PM5Y1 BRU
brisimas
Candies
Chocolate Drop'
1 LB. BOX STICK CANDY
FRENCH CREAMS, lb.
SANTA MIX, lb.
ASSORT. CHOCOLATES. lb.
Pag
 ICC14'o.
.7.k COI'. CHERRIES, lb. 29c16c ALL BARS, Reg. 5c Moe, 3 for 12c12c LB. BOX, Fancy Chocolate 72c12c 5 LB. TIN. Fancy Chocolak $1.35
Manhattan Xmas Mix lb. Ile.
FIG CAKES LB
 10: Si 1549 ROLLED DATES,„ 10c
•IKES LB. 19(HOC. e.
NUTS
WALNUTS
GRAH.4M
NUTS Retuc.nheN re ;-1
LARGE
LB.
MIXED NUTS
ALMONDS
SHELLED PECANS
LB.
LB.
LB.
MOTHER'S
COO K I ES lb. irk
CHOC. DUTCH e""1". lb. 101
25( PECANS
11c FILBERTS
33t BRAZIL NUTS 
'JR.
63c SHELLED ALMONDS 1-2
 
LB
L.4RGE.
1.8.
LB.
Cz
Christmas
F rwts
APPLES
OF
1)
BM RIBBON BRAND
/Ofi'LL WANT THE BEST.— FRESH
.k.1111)11EA TS DAILY BRING YOU THE
VINES!' .`:ELECT1:1, 7'1!RKEJ'S.
GIBE thila•Itl,',hia Cream 25c
t
4 33 ft'
IL. tdtr4 AL4'
HI 'LK lb.
A
Choice Meats
Beef Roast
THMK RIB
MED. GRADE C. GRADE
lb. 15c lb. 19c
Beet Steak
CLUB OR RIB
'1 ED. GRADE C. Q. GRADE
19c lb. r):)c
FURE -?ORK SAUSAGE L"
 19(
CRISP, NEW 111VESAPS, DOZEN M,
in(BUSHEL S1.949)
ORANGES 
.N.LP/41)=4. $3.75 DOZEN 2k
APPLES NEW ST ARKS Box $2.90 L FOR 25cDEL/c/ot'S FRUITvORANGES C1LFFORXIA FINE SUNKIST Small, Doz. 7c(EATING QUALITY (Large. Doz. 39c) "APPLES ROME BE IUTY PER BOX $235 DOZEN 39(
TANGERINES cval.
 1.2%c
COCOANUTS LARGEa 
 
MILK, Each
PEARS HUGE GOLDEN BOISE 3 FOR
BANANAS LARGE GOLDEN RIPE
GRAPES \ EW
 RE"'
LARGE SIZE
DOZEN
LUG
Il()Zr
Pt kj '‘;)
GRAPEFRUIT
 
NEW TE.V.is SEEDLESS 3
 FOR
NOTHING TO BE ADDED TO THESE PRICES ALL TAXES ETC., INcL1JDEDaaamcw4.4
19(
5c
10(
19(
10(
10(
4:4:413Ntiti
42Y.,
41;
ta;
•
AM'
41. •
Wit,*
MARSHMALLOW CREAM' (". 'ki' J t/i' 23c • fancy ;
SOUR PICKLES QUART JAR 15( 411ithnstmas Candy boxed 1 49tax 
SPARKLERS Box
SPARKLERS, 10c Sizt, Th-r, tor 25e
ti
4
. I
i.
)
h.
PURE TOMATO CATSUP 1J OZ. BOTTLE 10. ‘ssorte:li Choco!ates, 5 lbs. inc....,.....,......,,..............;:„.....,.....„ :ICV:111eArK teRTIVIV.V.Dett^ 401+0011W444CCEVAIINt R.: ,t,•: li g I)
.I,L.
MUSTARD & niroy, Spicy Hot, Quart 10, FRUIT C LARGE. POI NOS AKE In Natalia! Pyrex Contatner. $3.00 ii 1t•SUGAR P RAG" " 2-POC ND SIZE PURE CANE 50( ,:RUIT CAKE 99c st; i.11'E It 
A V
el i!
i;Z II
ki
:..13
. e.
1
— .- - BULL HEAD OYSTERS, Two Medium Cans 25c ORANGES FLORIDA. JUICY, Dozen 15(OLD STYLE KRAUT NO. 2'2 CAN,
 "or 
1 i44.4,4 ‘,.. 23( ORAN6L-S, Florida, Nice, Large dozen 20c /1xr. • :, :., - .
c. 
TOMATOES, No. 2 Cana, 2 Cans for 15c ei I„..„ ,... ,. a BLACK EYED PEAS & PORK -"ED"'M CAN ORA.N.GES, 1-2 Crate for __ _V lee, Firm, doz. ict t: LA1.65  itlROLLED OATS, Super Value, 21 oz. 1,0„c,. WINESAP APPLES (Box $2.50) 1 IF% Wit(UT BEETS MEDIUM C AN 9( BANANAs FRESH, RIPE Pound k Iii 44TOILET TISSUE, 8,000 Sheila .PLUM PUDDING Rainbow, Engliah Style 25(
 
........awdwaara.s4:iaras43.4-..;",baer.c..-.:* • see..Apacietiot wis.ziataro .Xitlk1.11041.Z.PcbtikleatiM 
(OCOMUTS NICE 
SIZE,
 Each - - k A J
Cocoanut, Orange Layer Royal Pitine Chocolates boxlb. 24c LETTUCE,CELERY,CRANBERRIES, NUTS 2.-.,..........„. 1 • Z V e''' .74.1.• "14•CP4 41 elPrVICIPIAIrINPS/PiPtketrICICLAPPIC1141: P4Butter Scotch, Jelly Roll, Cinnamon Roll and Irrz.evwv...- -.4' •- . •-•- -•' - - f*.g.,nmprft.-.:-mper-va • .Others at 
 
 10c, 15c and 25c LIMA BEANS "El)” 31 CAN' "or - 25( Christmas Candies
.1
ii
ASSORTED CAKES Devil Food, Angel Food,
tAlti FRUit CAKE ItIREDItNTS
......,... „ • . , 'MOM? Wet,' !f rie 'Peoit• ftt • ...”-Tt.
Dictd Lemon and TURNIP GREENS OR SPINACH ."E"":  CAN 10( CliiiISIMAS HMO MIXED Fang/ i =d 15( I
g VANILLA WAFERS Pound Package ____ 4r,ihn, FLAKE HOMINY, Large 18 oz. package . lo, 
riS
F; Fruits, Dat(R, ( arrants and Figs.
t* SEEDLESS RAISINS Pound Package
1104 Glace Pinrapple, Glact Cherries. Diced Mixtd Holey mEmulf CAN. 2 for 
1
2
5
' 
ec 
(UT ROCK 11ARD KO One Pound 15C is
,,, PEAEUT BRiTTLE Pound 10c d
Peel, Citron, BIG BEN LAUNDRY SOAP, 8 Big Bars
;I SHREDDED COO .NUT i'""1"ackaile 20c pf,../ 15c g"
i 1
4
9c GOLD DOLLAR VINEGAR. Quart Bottle
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CORN 2 CANS for 25( PLO FLAKES Pound
OR PAR, One Pound 
15( ANCHOR BRAND MATCHES
PRUNES. Nice and Fresh. Pound
SIX ii().A.L.N hil
9( KIDNEY BEANS. Fancy Red, Medium Can 02,, ,t COCOANUT BON EONS
'". ROUGH TOP FUDGE
Nun,/ 10c i*si18( 4
, COOKS BEST COCOA "1' Pounds
25c 11 1
US( COCOA
,, !CARO, STALEYS AND GOLDEN SWZEI SYRUP .' Ho. 32; GICCOLAIE DIP PEANUTS oP und 
AI
t; HERSHEYS CHOCOLATE For Drinking
OLD-TNE MF.qt httii • ga g 9( LADY ALICE COFFEE 01.1: BEST SELLER 1h
I 4 BHT SHAPES l'und
"c. (ANDY B,VZS 1:ovular sic 1 (dues 3 t on 
1105c(
I
or Baking. 1 2 /b. 71 OCTAGON TOILET SOAP. Per Bar
25c `17E*P7ERMINT STICK ` " ' '''"•"' \ . : ' 15( A
15( MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI 7 OZ. P.ACKAGE, 2 (far 9' ( T4a x N ot Included on Above Candy Items)
..,.§....~."......,,.....,kipmemimpome. 
thli
1ei
s) 4ry n .e.",
• .it..P.40
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Stephenson's Leads with
Holiday Food VALUES
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l'hest. Prices Through Chriaknas 11011dous (n'kas lit;
• ‘,.,.... j til:. e 6,1
•74...ft.-e*, -it- '• 
.)larket ('onditiona 1Veceasitute l'itunue. q
Soul 111.eiti•lit,i1,,u(jdly,,A(Iturt ir -ix Grocery Mixed, CliCCOLATE 3SALAD DRESSING
DII(JPS tam ORANGE.) SLICLE, lbs. 25c FIPECRACKERS S
mall Size,
FULL QUART I" Nur apiglimoopsiorwinevosecriorakwozo4... '4 4%. .C• . • • - 141114111 2-1\171 OR 1-INCH, Box
SALAD DRESSING 11' 1N-U or B..6 Brat 1)C
Lady 4SfARAGUS 
SALUIESSANDWICH SPREAD Southernd 3153c itappLE Tirise.21(TATIVTE(/;`,11h,d. -can
RELISH SPREAD H .1 ,EILL  N
PEANUT BUTTER 111G11 QUALITY 77f
QUART inITS FOR SALAD "E"".."
FILL (11' ART Ls' CORN BEEF, Libby., Medium Can
OLIVES Selticted, Stuffed. Tall Jar 23( BARTLETT PEARS ""'"ALE NO. 21'2 IAN
PRESERVES Struuibteprrritg.,0iPlrt, al pit r,ticl.t, Qt. 19c Anp).iiiicrois JUICE, Tall CanROSEDALE NO. 2!'l CAN
FRUIT JELLY Large 16 Jar.
Loud, J pk04 10( 74:
"
ilgice CHERRY FLAP 03 prol s Package 10C 9 I
i
19c RET;EAIRC3 !:!..P:1;11
SKY ROOCTS ' II" 10c
BALL
11,
•
it 1
:v ROMAN CI.NDLES  MANY SIZES 
mc
14c PINt.. 11'1'LE JUICE, Medium Can 
a 
1
;iir 8 5c 15 BALL 
t1,4 1
16( PEACHES HALVES IN SIRUP, 11f (hunt tan 12 '2t
- — 12 BALL Three for 25c
25c eii
..-- . • ", •-f.• - A , 'A , *4• ..• ' • ' ' IS
11 h• 20 BALL Two for .
RED DEVILS, Six for _
.,- - • TORPEDOES Six for Sc 
5c ii
6 iPURE APPLE BUTTER (" A '.11'
111,114101.01410~reterIPivtgeftr.,,k; 41..*:-6:4 1-,!-Aec
Cakes
 
.411111PENIMION 44111
nliKilltrirk11414t40...+6,41 00ittlesigNICIIVICPle. :141:12101111/ 4/41PevILMCVCINIC INVVVV6WitalratalrfE.1KLI Jt..VE PEAS, Mission, Medium ('nit 15c
LIBBYS FRUIT COCKTAIL "EDW." CAN 14c
PORK & BEANS, Campbells, Medium Can, 2 for
APPLE SAUCE MEDIUM CAN, 3 C'ans for 25(
BLUE PLATE SIIR1)1P, Per ('an
PURE KRAUT JUICE SCOTT COly d. Can, 2 for 21.5; c'
GLENCO SODA CRACKERS KRISPI, 2-lb. Box
1,[61
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SFEBY-IEL "LATIN Dessert, I pkg..
VANILLA 114VORIKG Dollar ValtuFull Pint
i.,tepherivJ2n's Groce
3 
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'net oidielik 14(1111 111110. 414i141, Y4'111
be twenty live runts higher attar
Jam lit
L'Iglity-three kers of Ilme \vete
used in Fulton county ilia irg the
past riser thi 1-• ot,,,,,,nt
Inereuse o‘rt 'Will eel it the In.
cre.tae le"' thi iiiiiols over
19311. the r I la, 1;11 tie in
14 'urns, past•iii• ,,1 il\ CI
The hint. Unit Pio 'llhote dozy!!
Eno t. I.. .t
41)10..' t t W41 nine* 114 many
1 ,1,eita lived 1111.1)11Kit the thy wealth
1114, 1/41111 th4;1 V4114 1111'et1 44111:1
as on land that wes
knit 111111.1 'Ms IS COIHII41` • evi.
we that phospli Ito shQuld le used
all linted teed to Net largest
!,:turit fur int tee iii‘ested iii lima
t! Ed Thompien and Coca Pm--
rots • 11.1,111 111'11111 of Alfalfa
v bPOICIt14 till. and the ',pewee('
:ire for o u riuu uf alfulfit hey titan
*text yeitr
71.41I'VVI
1,:csa art Drs
FIFA ikre
it I OR THE-
BOY FRIE.VD
-WE HAVE
Military Sets
Traveling Bags
Comb Sz Ilru:,11 Sets
Sineking Sets
Pen & PePt:11 Sets
Shaving Sets
Cameras. Hannon...a-
rotketI).Yiks
wt.!
Coffee Set:.
Fleetric T,ae.tert;
Eliedi le GI itelles
Bridge 1.nmos
Slyer Crenrn-Stigiu
Te:rs
S, t
, t1
Christmas Decorations
IF Volt TM:-
GIRL tRIENO
-WE HAVF
Vanity Sets
• ;.... Lailtps
.. box
I
:
1 •lilt,le%
:
and pat•ked
IF FOR THE- 15: FOP THE-
MOTHER OR DAD BUB OR SISTER
-WE HAVE 
-WE HAVI
• Stream' lined Train-
"fool Sets
k!, Numerous Games
Clavioy Gun Sets
; Color Sets
Steel Automehilas
erucks and Trailers
Cameras, Diaries
Testaments, Bibles
'ettseteVWCeeteetreele:Utte-- !erefteatteeireteeteteate,a
vans-MeGee, Inc
41".. "••••••••.-
1.114  11(11,i4ri. lit V4Iii141 111,44
lull tutu, 111.4 (hut vce will have um!
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veers pa-it. if early pustule Is need -
.4.1 It mu.: he mull? 1.113/11t.111101 to put-
'111e the wheat than to halves% for
wale
Ii i 'Teta...Mg to SIN 111l) wany
tutu e. if 1.1141 that was cultivated in
shit n folluv‘vd
team this fall but there Is a chance
swot. farmers havieg ()tier done
ill itIn., caw,.
ti, 1,..itiec their eurnlit ,r! 1.1.1111,1Y of this
Omen'', of wheat
I A i taut Arent reports1, it the Cr tie 1.-algeaton,iai'l et,,ia A 1
•,-,1 :and the tociii"ilitais ale
•,. mill,hor of doii mon-( 
'Le*,
_ .
ly beruining
rieultitral pregram
." The indica-
hat the Conservation pr
with very
I,TON COUNTY
altt.II DEPARTMENT
did In Fulton
I the IlenIth De-
s. Rown-,
:..(Ige thot
• :dent in tlie
t111 ('Xtiliti'u'i 14,11 4.1
ers tit Hickman.
• I.
• I h ti.•••,„-
',,• not stem
in public venlig
• S. it a do not have prni,..
.r (1.-iehing fwintains slice Id hey e
!he e ',idly iitual drinking
aups
THE LOIJGESToN HOMEMAKERS
iht The Lieber ion Homemakers met
VA1ES
DISHES
PICIukES
LIWERIE
Lit'•rS
TIES
SMOKING SETS
FLASHLIGHTS
BLANKETS
KITCHENWARE
HOUSE SLIPPERS
HUNDREDS OF OTHER
GIFT ITEMS
yeadkia Agzsimin
Peeples'
Sc lec STORE
Offers Gifts Calore
WU store iA 111'11111111 lir
brellail111 and appropriate
gift *4 fur Mother, Father,
Brother, Sister, and Baby.
Shopping is both (a.,.‘' and
celinian ieu I at Peeples'
Sturt.
......1a1210,01111114o aori, :14
DOLL BUGGIES
! DOLLS
bOLL BEDS
N.00KS
SIORY BOOKS
BLACKBOARDS
CHAIRS
RAINS
TRUCKS-(ARS
GAMES OF ALL KINDS
WAGONS
DRUMS-HORNS
TOYS OF (VERY
DESCRIPTION
A f•:r7i nrirtfrtyromer7,
_iminrinimpwrim.+7=mterniv_ . .
INIIbmmmbimpueaep.osseeommw..CHRISTMAS TRADE IN
NEW 01(.11 GAINS IT'S WISE
To Fill Yourn.ceting then adjourned after sing- With Christmas but a vveck away _ ___ 
__
- ing Silent Night. to meet eith Mrs., etiiil trade throughout the country Coal Bins Now We Have The Best Ky.
,,,,• 1/7 , ArKilgi f iF ,. 4.? • •its., "ter seetasetarreterie•et teety4tc_iigeivctir pri
,a1. to :Lel the full impact of hul- 
Coal You Can Buy; . d.,v derr.z.nri, accotding to reports. _ _ 
.___._____
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received by its Louis- PHONE I
4, Iv ille District office. Altho the for-
, !yard Trio Y en-tent was not uniform 
._____ 
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-.,,he trend to new recent high sales
1 'taords for the period waa every-
1vv•here in evidence. Even on the
C,-ast where the prolara • PLUMBING & HEATING
-The Rexull Drug Stare"
LAKE STREET FULTON, KY
December bin at the home of Mrs..
P Rr.holt There vere 12 mum-.
bers and oho visitor present Re-
norts were taken by clothing. food.
home improvement arid landscaping'
's.-durs. At the noon hour a boun-
fal luncheon v6iis served by the
..,stesii, Mrs Roberts
After lunch. Mrs J B. Inman,'
President, gave au account of the,
Advisory Conrad meeting The les- '
lii "Care and Arrangement of the
Hair" was given by Mrs. II P.
Mis. A if Inman gave the
,•ial piogram on "New Zealand, 
t'',untry Women's Work." The
Chrftstmas Cheer is sure
if the WEE is foam MORGAN-VERHINE
•
MEN'S DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS
..-0..if
N.
ti... 
' ‘42
41
.. -
You can't go
wrong with all
America's fav-
orite and Beau
Brumell Ties
S1 and $1.50
Distinctive
leather g o 0 d s
that always
pleases.
Fitted Cases
------imr-- \4 $5.00 up
:114641/
•
Union City, Tcrn,
EVERYTHING IN
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
441.:1'1,4Gowns and Pa- 1C' .,
jamas in Silks and ... ,-.....-,... .6. ,
Satins- T1 --4,- s '-----
i tI :•....,, 
\ • 4
 \
$1.95 up
-I
Make Her
Christmas Complete
with One of Our
Beautiful Dolls--
He will feel big in
that racy sport-
model auto.
/1 luxury inDressing room
Exquisite Itabes
$1.95 up
TOYS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
AWAIT YOU HERE
TOILAND cliceic FULL OF HAPPINESS FOR LIT-
TLE GIRLS AND BOYS
41 4
ri" anemic strike was adversely
.• al business condie
• r rnerc' 
"00'.-0.A143:4111ttiVlitilifill:1011.1131113111101%13,
• to :..p a. •:.!fit'icnt to carry rest,. ,
Ithreuehout the country responded 4F.
te the larger volume of retail buy- '''.„,
:no and showed svh.tartial gains
•,,ver the weke in all lines There
was a widening demand for Indus- 4;
*f trial products with increasing em- . •ployment in industrial centers. P0
 Vest of he cities retorting to the 4;
,} Department of Commerce on build-0 •' • et-enlist issued in November re- re.
vealed substantial rains over the aes;
,.. •]-(‘ month last year. :7,
\I' ,i of the i:'1 I., reporting to 9.
the Department of Commerce on 40;
. :lti:r.i; 1:4:1-nuts 1:•.-ued ii Novem- 
.: reNca3od st11.)1:-.-.7i,11 gains over re'
4 
•'t. 5ar- t. month last year
. I out-- the repealed t,.a: dernand
let !
far sez. ,,:: al rnerchanciisc a; well as
, ei-', aot•,?; has kept NIA treide 12 'i:e7;.• , 20 r_: .ant above the same timer 11 yclr a_ .1. Wholesale enters con- 774
+ it-nee on upward grade with stand-
.rd 
P
70 ; merce- andsie orders IS to 20 'A-* ' ' OP4. I er-'7•ent higher. and Christmas •
:eels 20 to 25 percent ahead of a ff
-. r ago 4i
1.ruisville bank clearings for the • -.
east week registered in:Tease of 7.1 F.
- e•!-..-ert over same week a sear ago. 4
Nat.onal Reemployirent Service ea
nla,ree 1.032 p...rsorts nt work during
',ast week, gain fu 37.8 percent over *
1 -,•.eslitio week ••7
Iaansville Water Co, announced f1;7
wage increase for 400 employees *
Kentucky Burley tobacco grow- tt,;•
t. jubilantly over prices paid for
this season's crop at opening of ap1" auction tobacco market thruout the '•-district.
t
P
ahead of last year Wholesale trade ..; 9
Payroll of Paducah shops of the 40
Illinois Central railroad was 5195,- •
•-liwt) in November, highest since es-
tablishreent tine 'YerITS. ace
Report from eastern Kent'ky says tes
1(X) men have been called hack to g,r,
week by C & 0 and N & W rail- a
14, roads; many of whom have been off 'F..;
•zo long that they have obtained oth-
er emrleyrnent
Farmers reperiod selling sileate
corn in este: n Kentucky counties 7,1,
than in years
r Addition to a 1- taton factory at ...;Paducah. will give employment to100 persons! 100 now employed op
Warner Bros annetinee plans for le
construction of $75,000 theatre rra
Irternal Revenue collections in e"...,
enilding at Fulton
Kentucky for first five months of CPT, ith shit i E. R. MeBRIDE. Prop. rutty& Pnretmit fiscal Ve3r totaled $4250t - eV
c
5
c,711bigncrtcoa:parant hi.1_
300
e.r1)(10
2 
over pre- ..ir:t1',,M:4:4*. C4:4113%AaaN4MAahlatlaX:
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P. T. JONES & SONS
RKA
411,
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR ELEC-
TRWAL PROBLEMS, AND WILL RE ;Aill
GLAD TO FIGURE WITH IOU
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES MAKE
EXCELLENT GIFTS
Electrical 611.6 are Useful! Useful gifts bringa double thank you from the Holiday Hostess.
We've a complete assortment of perfect electri-
cal gifts. Latst modern designs, smart featuresto appeal by convenience and economy. Brighten
up your own home with new electrical appli-
andes-make her homemaking easier.
Warfel iron 55.45 Toasters
Curling Irons $2.75 Percolators
Elect. Heaters $5.95 Heat Pads
Toaster Tray Sets $16.95 Irons
$3.95 to $5.95
SS.95 to $9.95
$3 PS to $4.95
$2.93 S$95
NO9LA XMAS TREE LIGHTS. per set 70c
3
to
- ..,1 15:1610110161110111101111111014..•...41.4.46.40414....
City Electric
Shop
S
,as
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:),4 A NEW -WOMAtT',7,1
THANKS TO PURSANG
Atolinell•SINIEFE•Krowli11.1111•111.11111111•11.11111.
punisag /1 . 1011111e .1 ta 4
proves sunk asOrgenn-4,:,.p7ocr
aaJ LrDu,...web quicklySidust.os hi
boildind rick. rad eurpueeles
etas happens, the iippc..," imam, es.
Worveusetees dies,ppeusPtey so).!
strength ustual;t,, earera.. law dare
$ arrot person keet
drudged
Isildllswiwommtlrmitreiraiaix.)Ak:*z•ro
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GIFTS
He Will Appreciate
Little's is prepared for Mt Christmas holidays 13,
with scores of Gift Items for Men and lowly ifkt_.
Men. Quality .Verchandise for Men who know
and appreciate nice things. Visit the lien's
Store to shop for "Thol."
GIVE HIM A NEW SUIT
.4 largc group of s'iuu quality Suits, new styles 1,*("
and weaves. Priccd from j.—
X
Little ClothingCompany
urrtrIvectivimussterorrectemettit
$17.50 TO $35.00
GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR "HIM"
•Stetson and Style Park Hats
• Beau Brummel and Arrow Ties
*Manhattan and Arrow Shirts
4gEnro Sleeping Togs
•California Jackets
• louse Slippers • Suspenders
• Belts •Shirts and Short4.
•Glores • Belt Seta
• Flannel Robes *Socks
• Suede Jackets •Trousers
• Sweaters •'Kerchiefs
•Supporttrs • Scarfs
• Vunn-Rush and Portage Shoes
"Fulton 's (bnly Mon's Store"
NADI 11114.11
toi Me by the Inventors of
a,. tat ortaisal safety ra,or.
• 
Bier ling1e-edee Lean bio•
V. ea years of preeJolon experience
.4 stropped late doeir bees. Ione-loom
fik las edges If your dealer manot map-
Fil-1.7;stermliield!c 
tø Dept.
Street. Brooklyn. Nee Turk_
RT GUI JS EVE1-111ADY RAZORS
DEAR'S
CHRISTMAS DOLL
dy Helen Unfold Waterman
DEth was reall,y too tag toplay with dulls. Yet, whenshe said that all she wanted
fur Cluistmas was • really nice
lull. of course memo end every-
one gave In.
People always were nice to Dear,
probably because Dear was so Woe
That was shy einyoner spelled her
"Dear" itudead of by name.
Such a doll, on Christmss morn•
tog, with real ej clashes, and lung
curls It could walk, talk, end
sleep And It had u whole truck tat
lovely dresses and shoes. and a lit'
it, fur coat
Dear dashed ;fowl to see It first
thing Christmas' mottling, oral then,
.dieti breakfast was over, she got
tier wrap, dres;ed rho doll In its
fur cuat, and set utr u itri its trunk
under one arm. and it in the other.
She's so rood sli has to show
1 to her friends." vc•iiled mania
But when Dear returned, she had
neither Jolt or trunk. "Why, Dear,"
4uld mama. "where's your doll?"
"I gave it away," Dear an-
warred. "I do hope you won't
mind. You see. I knew a little
girl who had never had a doll in
her whole life, and I wanted so to
give her one on Christmas."
"But Dear, why didn't you say
so? We could have bought one
that would have been good enough,
and you could have kept yours."
"That's why, mama." Dear ex-
plained. "It had to be just the
nicest dull ever, to be tun. And oh.
mama," she cried. her taco beam-
ing with happiness, "did you ever
see a poor little girl with her first
lovely Christmas present!"
C Western Ne..papt.
tere
Chnstntos in the Ai r
By 1.1,iniai 13 Thomas
OLD MR. SADDLER had themust unique and delightfulideas. Unquestionably he
v.as the happiest man in town,
though he hadn't much money, and
lived in quit* a modest way, in
quite the smallest house. People
loved to drop in for a chat Old
men came tor a smoke by his fire-
side. Women brought their chil-
dren to spend the afternoon when
they were busy. Mr. Saddler wel-
comed everyone as it he were a
king in • palace.
One snowy day when *very foot-
step creaked underfoot, and the
whole world looked buried under
white wool, se‘eral people on
their way here and there dropped
in to see Mr. Saddler. A bright
fire crackled on the hearth. A green
wreath hung above the mantel-
piece. There was • distinct smell
Of a rich pudding having been re-
cently cooked.
"This place has more Christ-
mas about it," declared one guest,
"Than any place I've seen. How
do you do it/ After all, there's only
one green wreath."
"Well. 1 hardly know how to
tell you," said the host. "I guess
Its just that I feel Chnstmassy
. and maybe it sort of fills the
ronni like steam from • pudding.
1 know.' he smiled at them, "you
think nit peculiar at tones, but it's
iiillhe4 lit. 11 I
pleasant And ' •
Laugh it you like, I swan t i
like to think that all the
ahongs of QI'llr,.11 bells at Christ-
ntats keep tiaveling around the
world until it', time to ring them
again. Why nut? Arid the tine
slangs and ant; 4:11111 and all the joy-
ous laughter of children. We speak
et planets battle so many %gilt-
years' away tram the earth . .
and sound taking thus and thus a
tinge to reach a ieitain place. Well
the:,' he smiled at them. "I guess
I just Suit of hi. .iI those things
Mio be I ika•a a Ct•A tattlaVing-set
in my heed. And peiliaps I suit
of, he waved a hand around,
"bioadcast my happiness tiers In
this room
The guests riudded "Maybe you
du.- limy said, Anyhow is• feel
illiook-t ill of Chi littti.)1...
5•.C. As he welkeit down the i•rowdeil
Christmas Carols 
ulster, he Wall CO:1•041148 of musk
from the balcony. An orchestra
, was up there playing Christmasis 4 a i carols Watren Elmore forgot his
By Katherine Edelman I Peeve against the world. lie hut,
orwerefevt--.....reetleteicieerutareee I tied up and joined the happy
I crowd His voice joined in "0 Lit
Aktuit'ratitj:41111-11..1'.:itNit jliiesi toEtuLtgaht wtuallin;111. flroielhiowIletillwd..13. bvvi .rtlithLteit:14111t.alseinnut•:. ..1.%.tMdii:A•44:t'.:
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As Its beautiful shah,
I hub business career lie had hod a 14ilIht•••
partner Of ;mussy tilled the store Warren Elnu.ire wei1,4tuarrel with his
'had been at 1 0,,r,ip fuult. but 1 1,1114.101.41 lhat all anger WO/ die
*N en that thought ,Ildtt t help so :,PePin'i"vdrIfiiro (417 bil„its,i,hetuartth•  .0titcHee,
;'46'...)111ntw-ilhtli. Itiii.:1:1". ‘abld(1116:-Yreil:111.1"Itt teollsilairt:ittely'utaft•erreultathpealbraotch,too"lds
b"%t‘i.ri letu'llw li'ilinit 0,31 Ida was bad for letting soch • small thing into--
told hint to gel at Grant's? He 
fere with their CI lendehlp
And man-like. he pun nosed six
"""411"thrhisitaan,.-4arlodiss. 
e!"::.kr.iede:gr.!haitit:Isf t.1:::putiews,tloihnin aewi:e.; lit.itris Lif hoes for mdriii instead
elitored the big Apartment store.
why didn't Pete, ly tend to things
floss fur Muriel. that Was ttl Both- of
4....cok thuuld be reward-
 three on the %key out A store
ad a little hit, he reit,'Yekt.
that took tomø mid thought fur
14EtVrelr'::".iartt"17'1'.rtelefAZVVIV4MICATICV4C4'4VVICIVC"Cr 4'1.'1141 -. .,%T.V43D
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g
is an easy matter when you visit
Dayer & Scates Drug Co.
Ili'! 1.1 .1 )1(1ST ECON0.111( t /M/s ()/,'/
bizet the 3111.0.4,01
SMOKING SETS
PIPES—CIGARS
TOBACCO POUCHES
TOBACCO XMAS PACK
POCKET BOOKS
LEATHER TRAVELER
SETS
OVERNIGHT BAGS
PEN-PENCIL SETS
PARKER - WAHL
BRIDGE CARD SETS
Candles
WHITMAN, JOHNSTON
HOLLINGSWORTH
Gifts for ruby
(70:1111 AND Vitt
110T wATEit BOWLES
BANKS, TOYS
BATH POWDERS
PACKARD ELECTRICAL RAZOR
you quick, smooth shave
$1500
Perfumes and Sets
YARDLEY'S
HOUBIGANT
COTY'S
WOODBURY
COLGATE'S
PALM OLIVE
McKESSON
CORDAY'S
CAMERAS— EASTMAN
TOILET SETS — DUPONT AND
LUXOR
(AMES, MONOPOLY, ROOK.
FIVE-YEAR DIARIES
COMPACTS OF ALL. KINDS
CUTEX SETS
MANICURE SETS
ELECTRICAL HEATING PADS
HR.' 3H SETS
COCKTAIL SETS
SYPIION BOTTLE:,
what goes an w your heart that flaaetVirjfiilt-2MM:-ZraditattraDV;MD;301412414:tatirorailvablacTrikek4141.1ktri
Avasymws•kape.‘tuDdtaitsdmeadodiademghwax,",...,, Aserikimmuirr, • _US kael•aa:AhelealeleataellilkatildLaJelhatatieltatatlAMAlaiellellaaeradwodati ri
.5
• • • sg v2,41:
lerfsatatielhattlearaeWo.lha • e r
APPROPRIATE
GIFT SL'GGESTIONS
MIRROR
CARD TABLE
MAGAZINE RACK
FANCY PILLOW
COFFEE TABLE
RADIO TABLE
OCCASIONAL TABLE.
PICTURE
TABLE LAMP
SMOKING STAND
MAPLE BRIDGE LAMP
HASSOCK
END TABLE
BEAUTY REST MATTRESS
KNEE-BOIL DESK
3-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE
sreesesecsirt.eseresers • -s
at 94,
5100 1
$240
34.01
104
s21.:$ 
S./ su
$11::1 4)4N4o
Slti Ut)
$39 54)
Vim
______a
FOR LASTIAG GIFTS
VISIT THIS STORE
o'r!'”":4:-"vt???-1-0-• 
___
WHY not make it an old-fashioned, sensible Christmas—Give FURN-
ITURE! The entire family can enjoy it the whole year round. And do
your Christmas shopping at Graham's where real Furniture Values
await you.
RADIOS • RADIOS
'.4061111111W, SI
WHY NOT GivE A RADio?
Bring the world into your home.
Make this your merriest Christ-
mas with a radio._ __ '
CEDAR CHESTS
A Cedar Chest is one gift that al-
ways appeals to a woman. At our
store you will find just the tyne
that you require from '
$22.50
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
WALNUT STREi FULTON, A)
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Dl IN 'E MINTS ,ST ofteorr‘i
MUNDAY•NIONDAY "REUNION"
l'he J(M) graan-ip "babses" hebrought into the trotld came backto not fLAN HERSHOLT, the
lovable Country Dnetor in theliminrst Quintuplets' "Reunion.' a
"bunts, th Century•Fort picture
The 3.000 grown-up -babies" he
brought into the world conic back
to visit JEAN HERSHOLT. the lov-
able Country Doctor in the Dionne
Qutritupletres "Reunion," a Twen-
ticth Century-Fox picture.
osIPCjENT—
rig NERAL AND
HU I. A NCR
4:RVICR
ph, mt. ,
BORNBEAK
FUNERAL WU,
?Ali Rows's) si,
AIMS J. C.
Lady A.11•41lot
4
1
SERVICE
as you'd ba%e it
EXPERIENCED supervis-ion is essential to good ser-
vice. as you would have it,
and it costs no more Our
prices are a,nst reasonable
No extra charge for use of
our funeral home and equip-
ment
Phone 15-i
WINSTEAD-
JONES & Co.
(Inc)
Fulton. Ks
,u,I0-10,, a i.-A11. ••
_ 
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a•il
'•I1 Frunit la lal I, i• (el t e
• 1 • Nor., M•aad wits (linnet plif • •I
Hof jouriatt ii I Sattildto..
7 I,•,: lit vit re.•eivot here Ira,
It I) Fit'..'' • Ii Filially it tl.r; nelell
I ort o•.•I I; s.•ri.ti-.l' ill III a St Lour
i.• pita)
Ned Mi.. J.i.k Spendit and
••••ii. Le,. Smith. Nits rd
mid ilatittlitet, W" Will"'
. a.. Siiiiday dinner guests of Mt
till•1 Ntr-. R I. Speight
Mr. fil.fli. I3I).17 Id nat.!, visited7\ti•,.: Nora Sliiiiir Sunday afternoon.
Sunlit Pia,: been 3t work Iii
Marion, Ii. for the past few days.
Lotle Rainey Jolley Pius been Ill
Paul !Asuman visited his mother.
Nirs Susie Laurann for tt,e week(lot
Mr and Mrs John Rice and sons a.
were Saturday night V1211•0114 of Mr 1
4471.1 Miq H L Speight
Sir arid Nits It II Sellars called
..11 f‘11' arid Mrs. Frank Sellars Sun-
day
--
CHESTNUT GLADE ITEMS
-
infant daughter of Mr. and
Lindsey Breeden was buriedd New Hope Ms afternoon. Sym-
Hathy is xtetided to the parents in
passing of their baby.
The high school expects to stage
play "There Comes Charlie" at
place Sdtuday night, Dec 19
Every body invited
A Christmas program with a
christrna. Tice will be had by the
Eddies' Club at their club house
Thursday, Dec. 17. A nice time is
expected.
Misses Mammie and Monts Milam
spent the week end with their moth-
er and family.
' Mrs. Connie Young who has been
an invalid for a long time fell from
her chair last week and cut ht-:
head and face right bad.
Mr and Mrs. M. Nanney spent
tititatay in Hickman visiting Mr and
Tr s Lenim AlLs
Miss Corrie Speights of Nash-
die is with her nioher, Mrs. Lena
Speights Her doctor advised her to
lest for a month, she having recent-
ly recovered from a severe attack of
flu.
Mr and Mrs. Orval Moore sperd
the week end with Mrs Moore's pa•
ents, Mr and Mrs JJulius Vaug1
an
IMPFIIMPIPMMIlmmagesimpInviemarmapoirsons ginamolgrrir-*
--
YULETIDE RECITAL
Miss Ruth Fields presented her
pupils in a musical recital Saturday
afternoon at the Methodist church.
The program consisted of piano and
cl.orus numbers, with the following
pupils participating
Martha Ellen and Carolyn Dailey
Carolyn, Jean and Jerry Atkins,
Bobby Camp, Christine Cardwell,
-Jessie Nell Carter, Margaret Clark,
Sue Clements, Mary Mozelle Craf-
ton, Donna Jean DeMyer. Jane Dal-
las, Betty Jo Baucom. Ida Lucille
Edwards. Lois Jean Hindman, Phy-
llis Kramer. Elizabeth Payne, Mary
Paschr.11. Ellen Jane Purcell, Doro-
thy Reeds, Peggy Scott. Anna Fran-
CPS Graham. Mary Nell Winston,
Mary Blanche Wiggins, Marilyn
Hai-bole, Joyce Bonduratit of Cs'
re, Shirley Houston. Janice Lov.t
Mary Jean Linton and Wilma Jew
Harris
----•
Wilft!fiEtlet!COVirrirtrit:41311#43,1411:401'
VISIT THE--
LEADER
STORE
TO DO YOUR
Christmas
Shopping
A
Thwart it ot Gift !turns For Mothfr. Father,
THE LEADER STORE
Broth( s', Nish,- and Baby.
Itoke your GIFT DOLLARS Do Extra Duty at
•
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WITH itsP SAVINGS
Prices Quoted ..T.44.;,c•ccit gi) till/ Markets Change
1
mow 
I 
SUGAR-CURED
10 to 14-II, Average
LB. 9,1
c
 
;i'llOLL
2 •
it,...p
MI/Nsisatitgar ramit uu6ama
1111111111111111111111111111110aw
,$1,1GNOLIA
HAMS
i.1''11 i)
CIG ARS
KING EDWARD
Box of Jell
$1.00
arlfalaetat
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HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS
CRANBERRY SARE
mlx[D
 NoTs A.sm)RTMENT, Pound
ERN-(mu: .1,V,V PAGE, LIGH7' OR DARK(2-lb. 19e-5-1b. Size $1.19)
MIU NEAT E":"-READ)'
spun{
 (,/.!. I TIN DESSERT
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE "-'11.
SWEET CIDER "
VOLD' ( 41rit airier)
15(
19(
2s(
7 POUND 11,LLI,JAR6
 PKGS. is(
LB. AQ,
40iBAG
GALLON lc,
Jt
4111111111111111111111111111511111111111111111•11111111111.111111
1-1b.
oniatoes red ripe, full packcans 15c 3 1 ncaends. 2 2 C
/A' .4. it• /a. FRESH MEAT MARKET—BETTER MEATS AT EVERY-DAY LOW PRICES
STEAKS FINEST QUALITY REEFROUND OR SIRLOIN YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER 19(POUND 
GROUND BEEF, ii,. 121/2c—CLUB STEAK, lb.
POT ROAST FANCY CHUCK POUND lac
EMMARTS FANCY BACON, All Good, Sliced, No Rind, lb. 
__ 
_ .30c
MAGNOLIA FRANKS OR
BOLOGNA 15c FRESH PIG FEET, whole, 2 for 15cSMOKED PIG KNUCKLES, lb. 124c
SUGAR 'red ill I 7c Live, Fresh, Pork - 15c1 pound Beef - 17cJowls
IMENEEMEMINIMINIMINIIM ii.iiiiMMEMOMEMMEMEMENEW
LORI!) IDEEP SEA
FILLETS
lb. 10c Boneless Fish--Ready to Fry.
KITCHEN KLENZER hurts only dirt, 3 ens 14eP. & G. SOAP, 4 Giant Bars __ _ _ 
_ 15eLUX TOILET SOAP, Xmas wrapped, 4 bars 23cSMOKED JOWLS, Sweet, Pickled, pound 17cKA FFEE HAG Coffee without caf fine, 1-1h. 37e
tried. size
dozen I3c
ORANGES
2 dz. 25c
Large Size, dozen 19c Larger Size, dozen 25c
CRANBERRIES. Late Howes, pound 19cTANGERINES, Extra Fancy, each ____ lcCOCOANUTS, whole, fresh, each _ 'TV2cCELERY. Fancy Michigan, stalk TificAPPLES, Eating or Cooking, 4 lbs._ _ 19c
1
 • All Popular BrandAgarettes Holiday Wrapped carton $1,15(Plus Tax in Ky.)
1111111111111111•111111111111111111111111111111111111111M 111.111.0111111•11111111111111111•111111111=1111%
A & P Bi cad SUGAR
SLICED
12 oz. Loaf 5c Finest QualityAlways Fresh
DELICIOUS CHEESE PRODUCT
PABST-EHE 2 PKGS. 35(
spi .1. DID FOR ALL PURPOSES. pk. 1.qc
-White Gold" Pound
or "Southdown' 1 0 Paper 49c25-lb. bag $1.26 Bag
SCHOOL-DAY PEAS, finest, med. can 10c
STOKELY'S TOMATOES, med. can.. 10c
QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT, 2 pkgs. lbc
A & P Food Store
•••••••••••••••••• •,•••••••••„•••••••
•II
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• ° ° • ANOThER VIM OF GREAT
AND tNTERI:IINM rICTURES!
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; tsiS
yor^r
JEAN HERSHOLT
RODiELLE NUDSON•ffLEN VINSON
SLIM SUMMERVILLE • ROI,ERT KENT
1101101 1:1  PLIERS3N • 19.4..1 (OLEN
ALAN EiIIILNARI • J. (AIM; ifirl4BER6
SARI HA( N • NIA MOORE
WINE BREST • M011116111131
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DAV AFTERNOON CLUB4
. ... rril mits I. 0 BRADFORD
I 1 Mrs I. () Bradford delightfull
1 ,-•-ti•rt:lified tier afternoon t,lidge
Turs.,lay at her Ironic on Third
i. • Two Mlle; of nla)ers were pre-
rut which ineluded club members
..
1 a ith one visitor. Mrs Leon Brow-
\t the conelii•ion of serial
';1,11ec of proeresive contract Mrs.
Itoevier held hi ,h score and was
nresented a beautiful leather book
-over a prize. Late in the afternoon
'he 1 • s served sanciwichem and
i 'lilt ('• , ' late.
Mr I I) Davis will 1-e hostess to
the club next week at her home on
,Echtiogs-st.
TUSDAY NIGHT CLUB
• Dr. and Mrs. J L Jones were
host and hostess to their bridge club
Toetday maht at their home or,
Eddings-st. Three tablet of players
•4 were present who participated in
earnes of contract throuahout the
• ,^aning. At the end of the games
1; hr score among the ladies was
•••
I 'd by M• Charles Binford who
coiee4 lovey euest towel:. Mr.
!I-hid held high scere for the men
.1 tae prize was shasing soap.
it Ti.,• hostess served delicious re-
'-eshments of barbecue sandwiches
Dr. Penper to nine club mem-
" • and three visitors. Mr. and
R S. Wiihams and W. L. Car-
• i• Mt.  and Mrs \Tester Freernar.
• .11 entertain this club next week
their home on Third-st.
• ;TrESDAY NIGHT CLUB
1111 MRS. STILLEY
'dr and Mrs Roper Shiley en-
-tained their bridge club Tuesday
..ht at their home on Fourth-st.
--ea tables of guests included one
.,.tor. Mrs. Felix Gossum. At the
-..nc!us ,.n of the games of contract
ho.h score among the ladies wa-
t ea by Ms. Ernest McCollum and
4 he 11 'e was a very attractive
. e Mr. McCollum held men's high
reeeived socks.
Csiastmas motif was cleverly
•to in all decorations and
. ca.• .alnd plate scrved a mina-
rte r candle flickered
; 7./rs. Clarence Mn
•.1 . • aral hosiesa to the •
ast wee's at their home on Eli•
'ss-st
•ISS BUSHART HOSTESS
; O CLUB THURS. AFTERNOON
Mary Swann Bashart
. i entertained the merol •
ft .•n, biarlae club T:.
at her home or, Third-st. T,v,
• thles of club meml:rs were pr-es-
'it;red at the vonci -run of sevend
eti• met of proere.sive contract high
..c to v.-as heal by Mrs. Li•,•ine5ton
a:1 who reserved hose as prize
41 1 Late in the af!ernOoti refresh-
rents wet served. cairying out the
a+ Llet :de motif
ri 'IPS OWEN HOSTESS
..
••.1 Mrs Wino') Owen entertained aAi
# laatilnar of her friends at a bridge
i.., I .....a ... ,1/ Last week at her home on
t, I -,e,..i.ti st Sixteen guests were pres-
J.,
,. I 1% t.ai wf,t, seta ed a well planned
A .ncli,ari at one o'clock by the hos-
"It aas a•sisted in entertaining by her
i
I
:act, Miss Cordelia Brann. 'After
e, he luncheon contract was enjoyed
2 1 h:rire :he afterineal at four tables
ti I ..t the end of the games high score
11.! ..s held by MN. rat Killebrew.
j.I ..71-4 Maxwell McDade held second
, . •sn ....ire Both %ore presented
1s, ..vely prizes
Those present were: Mesdames
(i ',re Bennett Jr.
' 
Ual Killebrew. Bob
A linford. Max McDade, Livingstond lead, Lawrence Holland. Miltor
fi "xum, Leslie Weakt. Arch Mid-
,' leston Jr.. Harry Bushart, Charles
A %Ilford. lia"old Owen, Gl!orn Bu-
art, Mason Davidson et L. ducah,
.fisses Dorothy Grant'. i. and
dary Swa-al Bushart.
ii 'UNIOR WOMAN'S CI i•t:The Junior ‘Voinan's :• ,. , i Ful-on met Fridas after . .ir the i r,lab home with NoIrs .1 .. i ' xis fp
Ind Mrs Lawrence 14. i . . ;is - •_,s
esses. After a brief busihess aession
'he program was In charge of Mba, •a-a
...kV..., Jr
•c?
f 5
"i0 •
A
!I 11 :Oa
Pi Ili ti ..b
11,1 If•if )elf••ff
hIll 41 .-f• it. • . •
0 tr
,•tif
`4 IN,I)VHS OLD:
11.5ii111111 soar
1 i I.... a fili..1 1.411. fitly to taste the
torn. •,fic.s. end delighttul
I WWI I Id Ile ;its Bourbon sit 18 months.
If Is hert•-glorlfied-auffiting you tot
,f,or strife d.-sfler-et re, olsere--Cali•
f ftrnla. Minnesota. Texas, Roston and
-It EN I I hlf -the State of Its birth.
Lelsort•li iffed to ...inlaid. rharacter. %
favorite fur over .10 years.
Ask tor khle.ida liqueurs
I-OrdIALO lit ti,, vol re eh.
Blaektieiry arid It lidLiter ry
as rik
DISTILLED BY IAS 8 flEAM
Bottled At the I: 
'y
N.:11.1P 131.UM & CO. of Ky.-Distributors
v.cw or 'Siam.° and Juliet." She
. is Os a..•ral by the following high
whop( girls' Miss Ann Murrell
Whitnell gave a history of the
atory; Miss Maxine McGee wave thu
try of the play: MISS Martha Shel-
ton gave tie criticism.; and Misses
Macy Virginia Whavne and Rebecca
oaa ei.acted the balmily tcear•
At the conclusion of the program
delightful rtfieshmehts were ref u. -
id to fifteen regular members and
tea mogram guests.
W C T U. MEETING
The Woman's Christian Temper--
1i CI' Union of Fulton met in month-
ly session Thursday of last week at
the home of Mrs. R. Herring on
Third-st The meeting was opened
with a song ,Some Glad Day," fol-
lowed by the ,:v.-tional taken fr. m
Acts, read by Mr Herrin. A prayer
was led la 'Irs Dan Horton. Min-
utes of t!. ..ia meeting were read
 
11111111101/••••••••• •110b
hy the secretary. Mrs. Sete Evio
i.-gular members answered
tta, it'll call. Mrs. Lon Berninger,
the treasurer, gave a finaneuil re-
po: t
At the conclusion ot the business
Ow program, the topic of which wag
• I'. tie in charge of Mus Len
Bisninaer ''5s ill Call" written by
Mrs. Pickett. the state superinti
one was resd by Mrs Bernmger.Art
article entitled "Temperance" was
given by Mrs. Evans R. E. Golthdly
sooke very interestingly on Altaihril.
"What the Youth Shall Do" was
gis on by Mrs. 0. K. Harvey
MESDAMES McDADE AND
Ili'LLANND ENTERTAIN
Mrs. Lawrence Holland arid Mrs.
Maxwell McDade we're JI,r111.
ft s: es to at well planned brr fee par-
ty Thursday afternoon at toe home
of Mrs. Holland on Jeffecson-st,
complimenting the latter's mother
Ma,
L Conley of Alamo, Tenn
vie. visitine in Fulton. The home
was beautifully decorated and the
metif was carried out in
the tallies, prizes. and refreshments
Vice tables of players v..ere pres-
.41 who enjoyed macs of pitagres-
,,a, 0 contriet. At the conclusion cif
raines high score was held by
G G Bard Mrs. George Craf-
t !it Id ernd high score and Mrs
W.dter W'illiegliato held low score
honoree wren p.esented it lovela-
• W. Lalc in the after000n the bus-
'--s •-erved a delishiful salad course.
_
FOR SAI.E
1.a.olt SALE 5 btu ner Perfection
Oil Stove. like nest'. Aladdin Lamp.
Dining Table. Call 3303 or ii. G
B. der. Fulton Route 3 Itp
Mis ?dam ice Hardin is improv-
e at the Eultiar floa,iital where
• takiiig treatment
1!4WW.t.•.4'.4T77•31#!rolTtlYtIv.::-.1r4WCAYVViro!.04o1vtlOYVE14311%
tit
0,
mi" v "h("n her "u31 .v.,4,4.A*444,,t1,4.4,444„414,4.4,4A•e.,• •P.• •1•••• • • e • • • ebliaraiiiag outliner, presented a rIP• jr, ei
APPLES, box or bushel,
$1.10 $2.30 82.60 FruitsApples, d:. 10c 15c 20e 30c-
irommors
ORANGES, Dozen Mir
15e 19c 23e 28e
ORANGES. box $2.79
7'.1.VGE BIN ES, Dozen 12c GRAPES, 2 pounds 15c
BA NA .V . s, Doze ri 15c
morwrolf‘itrr, wirwrm-imarmorrmsrldraihirk.-ammair., ot'412,4=44NMNMMn.M1.1111411M1MMMIIINIMIIII.
( DROPS, lb. The • ASST. JELLY CANOE
.111.1 /. CANDi, lb. Ilk 1 Pound 121 2e
ALL STICK ('AND)', 6 for 25e
1 POI 'ND .111.1T STICK, 2 fur 33c
marrosmarkiirm IVAN! 752,1110E
STAPLE GROCERIES
PORK & BEANS, 3 for 25c
KRAUT, 2 No. Cans 23c
KliiNE'l BEANS reg. size 3 for 23e
HE i COOKED MACARONI
Nu. I Can, 2 for
TOMATO JUICE, Camp., 3 tall 2k
CANOVA COFFEE, ,? 1-lb. GLASS
JARS, (Limit) 76c
FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENIS
•WE L ILL THE INSIDE
OF THE FR1 C.4KE.
•THAT OLD-FASHIONED
FRUIT CAKE, 2-lbs 80c
•COUNTRI HAMS THAT
)1.1h1: 71147' GOOD RED
GRAVY.
L b
tr.
911
CHRISTMAS NUTS
1)1 I IIOND ENGLISH WALNUTS 41)Fes' Pound 2k '41MIXED NUTS, lb. 22e 'a
PECANS. Paper Shell, lb. 23cBRAZIL NUTS, lb. 23c
FRESH COCO.VUTS, each Sc & Sc 4
PEANUTS. 3 lbs. for 25c Aiit
oirwi:. CAN SLICES, lb. 121 2c
EXTRA F .1.VC ('HOC. 3.lb by 99c
FIREWORKS
FIRECRACKERS, 2 bills..;e
FIRECRACKERS, 5 bdls. Sc
ROMAN CANDLES. 25c shot 19c
20 shot 15c, 15 shot 12e
12 shot Ilk, 8 shot Sc
.11*TOMATIC PISTOLS 10c( 'A P PISTOLS Sc
SPARKLERS, 3 boxes 13c
Pickle's Grocery d
101 - WE DELIVER :0
4411
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THE FUNNY SIDE (% LIFEjapan a Many Habica
While the President talks pence
for all th• Anierirus. :ngland
locked in h • r
a in a Ii island, THE FEATHERHEADS s, cab.separated by nar-
row water from
European hatred,
realizes that it
would be hard to
keep out of a big
war. She might.
some day, move
her imperial
headquarters
from London to
Montreal or Que-
b e as the
French govern-
ment once moved
from Pnris to
Bordeaux, and the Spanish govern-
ment recently from Madrid to Val-
England wonders what her peo-
ple would eat if war should be
forced upon her, with enemy sub-
marines and airplanes sinking her
food ships, She is not self-support-
ing, rind her newly organized "food
plans department" will try to store
away enough toed to last at least
a year. As a "cache" for the food.
England is using worked-out coal
mines, of which many, going down
thousands of feet, should be safe
from bombardment.
ArIbier DrAbaa•
b.
The President's trip to South Am-
erica proves to have been a most
useful idea. Great crowds welcomed
him in his brief stop at Rio de
Janeiro, as he drove through the
streets with the Brazilian President
Getulio Vargas. bands playing "The
Star-Spangled Banner."
The President will talk peace and
business, at least as much busi-
ness as peace, and he will make
friends for us all in South America.
You may count that day rare on
which Chancellor Hitler's govern-
ment does nothing new and queer.
Dramatic criticism and literary crit-
icisms are now forbidden in Ger-
many. Constructive criticism is of
greatest value to actors and writers;
the intelligent among them are
grateful for it.
The Ruler of the universe
his own critic, "and God saw ever;
thing that He had made, and, be-
hold, it was very good." All need
criticism, the powerful need it more
than others, and Hitler will have
it when history is written. His min-
ister of propaganda cannot control
that.
Tokyo reports for Japan the
worlds highest birth rate; 2,180,-
703 new Japanese babies arrived in
1935, more than in 1934 by 148,931.
Japanese marriages are increas-
ing, divorces decreasing; the latter
down to less than one in 1,000 mar-
riages. Japanese husbands and
wives get along better than Ameri-
cans do.
The great contract bridge com-
petition ends and the Harold Van-
derbilt cup goes to four players
called the Kaplan team; Phil Abram-
sohn, Fred Kaplan, Harry Fishbein
and Irving Epstein. Mr. Vanderbilt,
on hand to nresent his cup, might
telephone Chancellor Hitler that you
do not have to be an "Aryan" to
understand bridge.
Business is picking up and that
includes marriage, most important.
Chicago university says 750,000 few-
er weddings have taken place dur-
ing the six depression years than
would have occurred in normal
times. Hence the loss of about one
million new American babies that
would have been born. Seven hun-
dred and fifty thousand young
couples have missed, among them.
more than three million years of
marriage bliss.
The tide turned in 1935 with 1,327,-
000 marriages, highest total in ourhistory.
Mr. Green's and Mr. Lewis' union
labor organizations indicate that
their differences may be settled,
which is good news. Organized labor
should present a united front against
too-short pay and long hours.
The prosperity of the nation de-
pends on how much the workers
have to spend.
China says she will risk war with
Japan rather than let Japan take
more of her territory. If that war
comes it will illustrate the differ-
ence between a country prepared.
Japan, and one unprepared and dis-
organized, China.
Japan's unspoken answer to Chi-
na's war threat is her birth rate.
Those millions of new babies must
go somewhere.
Sir Basil Zaharoff. called "mys-
tery man" and "richest on earth."
dead of heart disease at eighty-alx,.
had for his motto, "Every man has
his price." He dealt in munitions,
and he may have bought, as well
as helping to kill, many. Begin-
ning poor, in Constantinople,
Aiwa climbed to the top in money
and intrigue. It matters little where
you start, what matters is inside
the bead.
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Gob Humor
111 "Did you give your wife that little
lecture on economy you talked
about?"
"Yes."
"Any results?"
"Yes-I've got to give La, smoking
cigars."-U. S. S. Heine Mercedes
Galleon.
eleeme
One After Another
Owner--Here, what aie you do-
ing? Don't you know you're not
allowed to take fish out of tnis
water?
Angler (three hours without a
catch)-I'm not taking them out.
I'm feeding them! - Kansas City
Railwayman.
Passing Acquaintance
Be sprinted valiantly. but failed
to catch the train As at- aalked
back mapping his streamlno. brew
a bYstandei spoke up sympatheti-
cally: "Miss the train?"
me erstwhile sprintei shook his
head "Not much," he rsptied,
%%eerily "Aftei all, I aever got
very chummy with IL"
wasaata.4.4aasserasiesialtolatigatoosa.
By FRED HARMAN
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Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
it° et rical kppliances and Contracting see
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
'11c can take care of s our electrical troubles'
•rriedd Npolinnre.... Repair Syr% ice and Contracting.
!•iatisdlobion tiusranteed. We lone haul II ears
% I/ erierler in V lectrte maintenance ittin.1. till;;I
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
lz NI, ItICIPE, Vrop
1111 lift' slIZI 1 i
VISIT US AT THE NEW
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky
Where you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 50c, Washing 50c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan. No money
down and terms ta suit.
BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LINE CHAS BENNETT
FOR
SHOE RFP kIRING 'I'll kI SATISFIES
1T PRICES THAT PLEASE
MODEL SHOE SHOP
1111Hls fut \IC ‘N 11.111
:i() I llain Street Fulton. lky.
Your Laundry Does It Best
Just PhIme 14
For a Other
PARISIAN LAUNDERERS—CLEANERS
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
LOWE'S CAFE
-I r- Are in :"-ca--on Lake St.. Fulton. Ky.
DAY AND NICHT SERVILF
Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCART TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE PARISIAN LAUNDRY
WE BUY AND SELL USED TIRES AND TUBES
RUBBER FABRIC FLOOR MATS
BUY YOUR COAL
1 - n,tli 1 s and Get the Best
Prompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPII(1\I. 51 AND 322
Inas 
NEED MONEY?
If you are in need of money, we are making short-
time loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE
JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
VISIT
BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
for
LIQUORS, 11 i LS, 1:It 1N IHEs AND (ANs
All Ages for Your Taste-- 111 Prices for Your Purse
BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
412 LAKE STREET PHI)'\l; 237
1LSO—Visit !luck's Pool Hall and Luncheonette
stymie to be little doubt that it the
idea of collectivist action, first
'Annulated in the Wilson polities—
is to avail anything, at must be
vol to the %told but to a
section of the world.
• • •
I noted In the official agenda, the
1,1,0iii outline of the Buenos
Aires confeience,
that no reference
iut all wit% made
to the Monroe (its,
trine. Apparently, that eourse hail
to lie ((ditty:ed. The Moniute ii
Ii Itle is II ticklish matter iii
our neighbors to the south.
Iy, they do not like it.
Considering all of the factors in-
soh id in the Monroe doctrine, there
seems re) conclusiori ahead but
eventual abandenment of that pro-
nouncement. WI ten I say that, I
do not mean that the principles of
thy Monroe doctrine need be thrown
into the ocean. Yet. the name has
been the focal point around
moult antagonism has been built up
and the romantic Latin blood of
South America can hardly be ex-
rested 1i...es again to subscribe to
the Monroe doctrine by that name.
What, then, is the course?
The Monroe doctrine, whether it
was ever so intended, has placed
the United States in a position
where it is made to appear as a
Lie ss. No nation of people enjoys
being bossed. So, if the Buenos
Aires conference is to result in a
definite understanding by which the
peoples of the western hemtsphero
are welded together in an effective
group, some understanding must be
evolved which will replace the ill
will engendered by the Monroe doc-
trine. Possibly, that understanding
lie's in the direction being followed
by President Roosevelt. Apparent-
ly, he is willing to subordinate the
Monroe doctrine and concede to
those other peoples on behalf of the
United States the end of our over-
lordship.
Undoubtedly, it will be a slow
process. Pr e son t generations
throughout the South American na-
tions will be suspicious for a time
and will move with caution but
there are many who believe in even-
t:lid agreement among the western
nations on a general policy that
will keep us all out of European and
Far Eastern entanglements to a
greater extent titan ever before.
No Ross
Wanted
The thing that may break down
the apparent Roosevelt plan is the
circumstance of drawn swords and
• • • cocked rifles in Europe at the mo-
ment. It is entimly possible thatMussolini said the other day that before concrete adhirsion among thesi order tip straighten out the Euro-
pean tangle it can be accomplished, explosions in
North and South American peoples
would be neces- Europe may take place. If they
sary to wipe out do, propaeanda agents of the con-
flu, rang pow ers will be abroad in-
? onian tartlerreferred only to the Wilsonian slo- s. Attempts will be made to
gan upon which we entered the 
alienate various nations in the west-
World war, namely, the "war to 
ern hemisphere, to align them with
make the world safe for denies- 
one side or the other in the Euro-
cy.•' Later, it will be remembered, 
pean controversy. It may well be
hthe World war was "the war to end tit,ast 
this
t 
condition will ruin
elin 
the
rcgraam t getswar.” Neither of these sloroins hire
fruit. Each was an illusion, a dic.iin arid sousseding gensrotions
under oily but a start has been
of world peace held by a Rri•at will profit if the peoples of Northman whose only weakness in as-
suming world leadership was that 
and South America ran Collie to
he trusted utber statesmen as he 
regard themselves as an individual
trusted the American people, to air- 
group that is willing to make sacre
rive at a sound conclusion and stick 
lice's necessary to cut off European
connections when t he Europeanto it. 
I am not prepared to say that the statesmen insist "n fighting.• • •Wilson policies led us in at wrong There was a great banquet helddirection. The fact rum
-lams. how-
ever, that the war that was te inske
the world safe for deaths-rat y led
directly into destruction of dcm.u.--
racy and the establishment ot fas-
cism and communism in various
parts of the world as an in nap'
factor in the government of peoples.
Washington
Digest
National Topics Interpreted
Washington lu proposing a
peace pact fur the western hemi
sphere, President
Roosevelt in his
sis•Vt•h at themes
Aires has duected
attention to two important positions
that the United States has taken in
its foreign relations. Whether Mr
Itootrevelt so intended or whether it
is by the very natUrf. of the circuit%
NtalleC. he neVertheleSS has set Up
before the Anwrwan people the ne
ce.ssity for re.examination of the
age-old Monroe doctrine' Mid hati
brought up for fis.sh scrutiny the
policies of President Wiesirow W ii-
suit that were designed to establish
ecentually world peace by collectiv-
ist action.
Wilson
Policies Fcil
I think that it must be admitted
that the Wilson policies for inter-
national peace have not worked.
Anyone w Ii o examines them
squarely and frankly must recog-
nize one outstaisling inescapable
fact: they have proved to be the
illusions of an idealist.
They constitute a landmark, how-
ever, and in so doing it seer its to one
they should serve as a guide on
what not to do. Candidly, the Wil-
son policies, beautiful in theory that
they were, have been shown to be
futile because they did not consider
the perfidy nor the chicanery of Eu-
ropean statesmen. They were pred-
icated upon a belief that the world
leaders were sincere in their desire
for peace-- and it is said but true
that such is not the case. In other
uords, the Wilson theories that were
budded up into a supergovernment
tc be called the League of Nations
overiooked the element of human
fallibility.
It requires only a brief review of
the history of the League of Nations
to reveal the definite conclusion that
there is an absolute lack of sin-
cerity on the part of the European
statesmen. Each one has been con-
cerned only with gains and ad-
vantages accruing to his own na-
tion. His actions have been per-
meated to the core with selfishness,
sometimes aggravated with desires
for personal distinction. The leaguefell down in dealing with Russia's
Stalin and Germany's Hitler. It
took a mighty flop in the move-
ment to check Italy's Mussolini in
Ethiopia. Having flattened out, none
of the three above mentioned has
any respect for the league authority.
When you add to this the absolutedismissal of the league as a worldinfluence as was done by Japan.
you have less than nothing left.
Wilsonian
Illusions
All of this, of course, was not
visible nor predictable at the time
the policies were initiated. It is all
too plain now, however, and that
is why President Roosevelt can very
well be governed in his new move
with the Pan-Americas lie can
proceed upon a Pan-American basis
with at least a hope of success be-
cause it is quite apparent that the
Americas, North and South, can
protect themselves if arrangements
for prevention of war relate only
to the western hemisphere. Inter-
national affairs will have to be con-
sidered. obviously. But among
t! Authorities with whom I have
about this problem, there
at env of the hotels in Washington
a few days ago. It
Birt hdo Y is not lITUIStlal for
Observed great banquets to
be held in the
capital city but roost of them are
just banquets. The one to which I
refer, however, had a significance
that is quite unusual. It vonarnem-
orated the establishment of the
United States patent ()dice and cele-
brated its one hundredth birthday.
Something like eleven hundred in-
ventors, research scienosts, repre-
sentatives of industry and patent
office officials entered tile great din-
ing room by candlelight. Then,
the toastmaster %%sous' a wand over
one of the greatest inventions of
modern times and the room was
bathed m an electric brilliance the
like of which has never been seen.
The action typified, told the story
of, scientific development in the
United States and elsewhere.
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semen nee tee in is imp Jeeel
Special Blend Shiite twig Add
nitrite 4 ",,t,,,,
Just enough to ingteihrine, tie
genie, Hell Ilia half ig dough ut u
time find line pie plate.
Filling: t'orlibine I cup nintar.
tet11111111111 tt.111 stint 3 toblespoons
flour. Add 4 cups chertivs, 1 2 tea
eleem stiruiruit f!,I%IILIII iii
aponti se Med 14.1111)11 I ind eell pan
with inieturte them 4 ,e•er with
dough Doke In It oven (425 de-
greee ) le minutes. I.eel' tem-
petatill t. to 350 111'011.4 I's Ond
bake 311 to 40 tiliteite4 Adv.
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Kende up S oms, 1! 15e t lid et a sluggish,
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pkasaat climinatiue. 20‘,, 35c ilk 60: siess.
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CIIAPTER Xf-Continued
lilitelay'n one tee' line here) melee
tug Idly. tin Yoiing's nplo• mood. ilio
are II mail,. diminished. More rind
inore mho% ly II swung milli It 1111,111 f.
ronl nod &unlit that Interval the
jaw sagged.
11e N:lt NO, gaping, nteneying, see
thee his chair came tins II to till four
legs alth a (hod %hilt. the heritage of
the liollan In him, nil the sopetslitIon
mid regard for legend, sallied Novato!
to possess him co...1.1001y,
No one elio. iool !wooed /hit ,11.1 Hof
ninth 1 miookit, eatilly enough:
"Surprised, Weepy?"
hoe:here then, end the We:liter
eas hard, mentieltig limghter.
Ithiejay rose to 111Il feet,
lititola behind him, mloollig oh the chair
hack to ald Irk or/0,mm.! leg lallselea.
A ;maiming tear 'lamed In the bliek
4) lit.
-Surprised. eh?" IVerry I..•;oiti to so!
%once. '"I'lial's %%hat I c:1111.. tor Elio.
Jay, to 111.11 11....1 1.•• surprised"
'Ile. min '.4 III retie:0i lig. how, hands
apreail tigniest the wale eireitig 'Orme,
making for the rear. Ile ilia not apt•ak,
though lila lijuwworked.
1%0.111 ri...%••.1 faster and ns the 'breed
ttireed, left off Ili% touch I/11 II.' 11.41111141
1.4,11f,111 11114, half xi...gr.:et-frig. hirci„.ti
down the room, a as upon hon.
"I doh.' 1" lilimjay gasped ti'. Young's
hand Castello! ott 111/4 NIA 1 1 at 1 he hlwill•
11111111111111: 111111 111.1111d. "1 . • . 1
," oloan...i.
"1114111 %%bat'!" Krirry'si vele() eels
like the crack oft whip. "11 Min t
.insIsteutly %Leh ill/ rrilly 11.18 lorlb
Coh.111:.
rlehe Ilene tinswert I don't
neod %5''r. lit, you 111n11.4.1"
Ile let ge till arm awl Ills hard fin-
gere graspeil II1P 'breed's threet. Ite-
evechitiely. Ilitiejay let drop sometilini:
tie hail held lii One 11111111 tI11.1 grasped
.•1 tore r. rnonned, '•11014% Irtott11:.!I . 1 ithin' ..."
ills knees were angelne but Kerry
heel the man half erect by lila threat.
1114 grip closed down rei the W111.1-
Iltl't 11114 own teeth slioae.I In •
• -1111.1. 11r ritgo,
"You Ile!" he growled. "Yoe lie.
Ifinelayl You're guilty as bell. And
whet you're going to 110 It, this!
"You're going out of tide country NS
fast as the g.....I tiod will let you! Arril
If pet ever hIttiSV 1111 01:11111,"--S11/1/01/1:
11111i SloWly---111 f you show your faro
here s.• long nit liii here I'll strangle
you to death 114 hire 1114 Water tunis
114e1 11 li111! NOW do you under-
/it:mile'
iv ill, a sideways he let the man
• 1:11111.11Y 1.1.1.1 %sled ell the reor, list
before Ile 1/1 teSt 111 a% scram-
idlog to Ills ft.r.t, elroling to he awn,.
trete Ytill111f. Toward tfo• door he scut-
tled and then the steps lie ran....
At Kerry leeriest to pick up that
whieh the erreeil had dropped. the
sputter HItil roar of a Meter co11111
Rearll 1111,1 1111,11 he smoothed out the
searched its crisp surface for
Its.' serial number, gears widried end
a haltered tlivver stirred the (lust of
the yareet ns Ithiejay started for Neale-
where else with all the speed he could
r1iig from the atielent contraption.
Mot Knecht came from IwIend the
• e,ter. Men elm had been outside
acre enterine, curiosity aroused by
Ithiejny's flight.
'My gosh. Kerry, you sure put
crimp in that (Mun e' lenieht seld with
▪ mieer grin. lihe to bet he wont
Ire soen here ely gesie what
ma,lo hen Irsik res scared afore you
made • move?"
right he won't romp hack!"
11111.1 Hull her. "Itetcha fifty dollars be
oori't ever show up liere it.:th! I b•telin
hutment (loiters Mister 'Young could
lick Dempsey, he could!"
elide yuli see him grab iihre?'' a thief
asked at larae. "I thoilzht he Was
•-ge1111 tie tatIlleeZe 11111 1% 17.7.111 in tweet!"
Young gave Do 11.441 10 1114'41. 4.1141•r% a -
(Ions quest erns. Ile knew certain
serial nombers by heart. Their mils one:
a teenty dollar len of a cet huh series.
crisp. unused.
Erie a moment he was Inmellert to
tell w hat hatl happoned this morning
on To'.'. Wine lake, hut as he drew
hrenth to speak car brakes swiveled
outside arid Ezra Adams' voice, curi-
ously strained. irliarply:
"lint any tent) happened to see Kerry
Yomig?"
Kerry looked through the
 doorway
at Ezries face
The speetacles were etimeet upward.
the 191e1 eyes were %%lee and fingers
fumbled nerviresly In the gray heard.
"III, Vim!" he called. *farther, for-
ward. "What's up':"
ii hat watt up? Enoteeh wile tip! Too
emelt ens up for eld nervee to take
:niftily, for an old yoke. er narrate
craiet•intly, ter an old mind to grasp
Comprehensively.
As quickly anti ne clearly as hr.
could. Ezra told the story that theprisoner hail told him.
"A frame lip on Stuart!" neitterrilVe‘1111! "fI.•••1 , ballot is Ittiii.. Why, unless we beat 'eni to it,
they're In notlia tho rettetwal
klnil of filmier. fie Dee
These e'er. hes %overt Nee they
vetoed en iiiimet three/lit, hie mit tier
tippernoist In his moid
'I he thing o Melt 1 • . thu th••
if ft V.11, 11 , 11114'
tiotoloo it, Von I,
 hrr oos
to see itor hoer led it ,, u Ii• lull an
44 miserse In the murder or lier fill.i.r
11,..).411 1141141". 1 ul I resperl
e'ehee eresseil thu e wee hi hire test
lit 1 Itlitilo lint 1 ' I i II •t•r 'to., I sun, 11,
lie ilt•trills, 'h.) lee %N e e 1 1,,,,•1„,
boon,' for the u ,t1.111 Buie at yrrii ter
both 1111.1 "
"tie( oot of that Peat 1" rhappial
lloughlt. he 'lofted th• n1.1 nein
feint le,erieth the %heel, atilt stepped
lii to 104
"1 'LI. 11 111 1" •••••• lin hal 11S1.1441.11 the
%toiler.
hat ,t'on thilik we'd oreeit to
err?" beeti et hub
'Deng on!" said lierry nn, !brewing
In the remelt, Ito 111.11n the rer storm,
rirevii stream, lureliee trite the
riot Wieling to the %ingots bridge tool
shirt acres,. eel' ii renr.
thon, past NNW., mitt, bp
hind 10141.1.o:triers tool Into the road
the xi...rill's ear bail folio, rid.
Youniee brirey 11..ra (keen. Ile re
• his nttention beta eelu th.• theory
forutirig Ii, Ills till 11,1 nod Ili.. lia•aach
1.11111/1 ries awl eleice boles or the mittil
'1.1sten, LAra he (raid, 41' 44 got
I., get I.. that cabin before they do,
hold 'VIII 1.1.1* 1111111.11 111.1.11 1.1.11111.01
(111'10. St1111r1 1'11.111 11111,4 WO
111111. it 1:1111tiel. to 11111 I lite ft ame
iii .st, u.. IN'est. SNolrodi
' 1
ii''.'.! I uiuiut 1.111110
thin, S....
..1 eliet II bump! inert yon,
Hang en, then! 1 lert..13 a better
severer
'I heir way was now throligh tin old
burning %%Isere Ili,' rills ran straight
1111,1 he helt.% %% ere few. %VIII'
foot throtlIt• .1,'.'. ii to th•• floor hoards,
IVerry slieveil the 11 utle car. "'or it utile
they traveled at high speed tool them
Id: Les On, stirrer! vest &1st climes 104
hl. ekirlderl lot a left tom low i• den
ii
ifliere the
only 5,,,Y
-it until a few week(' nee.
Beaver diens mit. I Valle* I lurlullgll here
Ill foot this morning. l'illess I over-
a lot or• can got thiough. If
we get throligh, %%ell to' atimol. If oe
don't, a o're %mil: for the time being,
airy hew."
Tall gresse4 rnkrel the fenders; tire
!J.( tepireleil their vv ay Wong the
ilesty palm. Here they craa led tot
low thrdoztt a marshy stretch; th..r.•
illade a S11 11.1Y graile by a Mile.
Ye11111.: 1111( 4,111 144 111 lift a .1,&.1 /1 :1P-
Iltig. from the St is' rind leaped back In
to start forward a Ith a vleiolis lurch.
I v,.•tt grade they %eta; 11..a di Into
• c.111:111 bottom. 1111 11 a 011 113 4In 1 hat
hail been, untIl lids smonier. a trea)er
eon/ for twiny years.
Ill had cro"..sed this 120013 the OH
His Hard Fingers Grasped the
'Greed's Throat
eulvert, that hail been tiniter water for
Si) Iring. Ile thought lie remeuilmred
its condition hut was hot sure.
Anyhow, he yelled In Ezra 's ear, It
was ties way or nit way.
Ile slimed as they reached the creel(
bed, eaerid the front m heels gingerly
up on 111P 11 ater•hlenelled corduroy',
held Ills breath 111.1 the ear's weieht
slowly emit on the structure and then.
as it gave and crackled beneath them,
gave the Mot Or everything It woeni
take.
They tilted, they sagged. A hind
%%heel room tires singing :old the smellif horning rebber ii.e4 strong. fle
Cr11.041 the wheel until hie ktmeklee
showed elate. Ohl Ezra clinched
wielly for a hold as the car ea•
reened
The prennlne wheel found purchase
They craw led fore :lee sieeed side
way-s and titoilly, with a hump and a
Lenitive. were away frotn the culvert.
roaring for the high land beyond.
"Made her!" Kerry yeller!, 'ant well
have most a half hour before they can
get to the cabin by the geed road."
They were ahead of Bridger and his
companions, for certain, but they had
not gaineil a whole half hour. The
one tire, !motel by its lit title On the
culvert. went down rind they made the
last two nines of nand trail Omelet)
the timber tifi it flat, hotincine Anil rat
tling and muilde to mate. time even
where the sharp !mine end deep nes
mi:fit have permitted mere Rimed
liming was Ott of the ear before the
motor stopped twinning.
Ile strode to the error. threw It open
snit paioreii.
"See that dirt?" ha asked,
tn the tuielile of lied, serape thelLfireer
The rier tiii * rill seem foihreell lilt
teeming tiitiuu, triweri the reviewer of
tine lumps tool granules aciorgs I., thefar terreer.
el hat it 111,1.re III 1st* boon," lie mut
terc.1, log tit the miss a holow
"Iiiiielity Pahl 11.• loolved II rough the
it ',ohm. Ii it the mily curlier lie cool.'
soa. "
"Alid 1..• said he taw 11.01 111 here
ithoot h, '1 hot %do> t''
4.A4 
I ,,,,d1.,1
"A plant ter sestet I wee In here
nleret tie leiterlay, This Mew wes
clean. I ol Plot liellie thle lanai
51114 11. 1 111. 1 41 1 .4 1/41!"
llo nu /14 1 1 11 1114 Ii 111.1.11 111411411 t11I1 111,1
01..11 Pei hen% of flouring, loeing 111,.111
cAu sely.
"Kee? /Ierc't it Ii re they wa•re pried
with said evolosily.
"Then the% illig • hole r.,r tr..s met
retrieve the 0111 Wily lie 111 it bucket
or • hew simper soothing. But(hcv %veto either enreless or %% hat they
That's a hy they slimed
th.• II....r . . Sow"'
Ile rea, lost for an as ligation
II.' anti, Inserted the tilt I,
 it
be.11.114 Is 1111 Pr 11,1 earefolly.
The nail% eri%e rendilY.
"Chrefol of these board, how. They
hills o- be e‘blehre . Herr we go!"
Ile began shaoipliat earth that came
(Mt 111 (.11111114 NIA 111111(01, Notho of which
crumble,' to riled In the handling. Thenkit hut). hand. to,joiluy /11111114. 1 1114.1(11,
11'./r11 etoripitig far riser, breathed
quiekly. IVIths (lire eirrkeil his
fingers. I...heath the ohlert, lifted, am!
hint It rime., ii dirt crevice, liat bee of
leiramoid melee
"rensiers ties " the physician mile
tenet; mid ..."
1114 %eel. triter,' off In 1111.41.1111110 NM
Iii'rty 1 1111{:e11 lit lite eati h of the cever.
WWI Illit niehey eiee I weeirt forever
pin Nan Doe tier hi,''. huh the reach of
Tod 1% est theiel %Vat ernaticipatloh
for this girl ...
The Oil ui Ii g :it' 1 flit C. Oret10.1
1.:/1":1.11 1..1V 111.4111 Jelned the eerier,
of 11 1111 I 1 ly noproaelling ear.
"I Oily that!" he sa1.1 flatly.
"Thre.i of 'elm" mottered Kerry,
liondred dollar 1.1 lis
"Arid the rt.*, of If 1:,1110
 hee"(el-"
"Not for sure! This is ii plant, re.
nieloher. Ile'd pot only enough here
Id 11111 the thing ell 1 1,.1t. YI.S,"-
1,01111 Ile/..11:: the 11111% -.11 Iley're the
proper teonbers. 'the rest., Ezra, la
caviled eritimeliere yet!
"Aryl bete 11,5'? Coale!"
'The rat Nour,;.; Int., the clearing. Its
meter died suuu,l n voice sushi allitrply
bell!"
tither voices sounded. Indebted. Then
they !ward the 54 ords; "Ezra's but
..."
"Leh:it'll we do :peel" the old man
a hispered.
"Stami lot!" Kerry neutered, closing
the toe; closit•;.; it rirol tleiterte the
rover up again quickly to stare at the
Irt•Ide sort are, black tool Ithoo.Y. Its
Incriner still bright. A curioos smile
of triumph was lit 1.1s eyes us he
raised Ids fare
"Ezra, thls hit eour !mese:anon.
three tet 'feu get their hawk on a piece
a ?ht. tlf.(1141444-•
It Mat Nat Bridger, seInging through
the doe.r,
etetiat come.; off here?" he derianil-
ed H1111 Stepped. poised Just within tht,
room, frownitig. ... Yen, Ezra!"
Illie ready bane iiropped trete the
lies. "Vetere here, elir
"Yes." 111.4 (*funnier ntil.1, RlotrInzmu p
him PpeetAi•lort, "Yes, Nat. (bust
lbw dep-
uty appeared.
Bridger turned to his enhordinate
and then past ben at Tee %Vest
who approacbvil slowly us if, pt•rhaps,
Iii' were not jute sure of lesw to Cell.
.111et 1011114.1f.
-Leell, this is a enrpriser." the eheriff
ereeeeil. "flow cense you're here,
Eere?"
tueilnees, Nat. I get a tip
this afeenerel that, Webby, there'd he
sotnelhill' of Interest to the coroner of
this comity in this camp. 'N.! I giosss,
melphy, the tip aasn't so far wrong."
At that point Toil %%est showed him-
self In the deet1Ally. Ile halted there
and hie ry 'et rested an instant on ttie
oId phySiciern Then, as if he forced
hirnself to 11 11 ordeal, they swung to
Kerry. lItit if lie expi•ottol to find
eliall••nge 1.r accusation on Teung's
fact- tie en4 a tong.
"They beard It ton. geld
Bridger abo1 In his veice was an appeal
for guidance, perhaps.
Weet's niind eat Tint simple, He
was thinking Mines. many things. try-
ing. In tilt swift reasoning, to en-
cempass all the elements possible to
tlils situation.
"Frank probably pedilled his story,"
\Vest sale.
Itrlitzer now moved closer to Young
and lilt deputy follevied.
"So that's vs here hail It cached,
oh?"-siopping and peering down at
the hole. "Let's Nee the box. Triune."
Kerry pivoteil on one foot, snueeling
the box against his tilde, swinging It
away trout the outstretcherl hand.
"Not just yet, sheriff," be said.
Bridger gawped.
'Not just . . . Say."--strnightenine
and hirling on Egra-lust what
el11111.1.1 tufT twre?"
The coroner's face showed bewilder-
ment.
herry spoke qeletly:
“W hat's (emetic off. Itrldeer. Is a eor-
oner's Investigation."
eWell,"-liarshly-"It's a sheriff's In-
vestigation. now. Glre flit. that bOX 1"
Yowl.: rose. then.
"No. Itriilger. %Slum the eorener hew
tinished. then it'll be time for your "
"Who the hell are you to be biatin'into a murder case?"
Kerry shrugged.
"I'm only it deputy eoroner." he siert
"Deputy cot- Sines. W11P,I?"
Ezra grabbed the Cull'.
"For a couple of weeke now. Nat.I appointed 1 ming all my deenty it,. N
I .ta.e alle,:ort 101 Cava &HU Cilia
110111111111 An this country."
nheter teeentelied Pile head and
grrieteit \Vest boil. 11 %lip Oa (1%11
WIllell lel! 111111 11 the 11111111 NMI
leaned rigitlidd It, %Welling, Ilst sd.1 ng
A I I II 0.111. \vas 111411.! Ill lihkiI 11
Ito owl II, 111,1 It 111 blot lot to14. 1114
1.'11 1 1 Hilm 1111Z Ill% 11101, Ina 11
,114 11.. 11 1 1.111,111 Ii, times. a move, to
say a.1.1 Moot ioid 1,1414
111055 vk loch hi. 1114.1 1,111 11 11:10 11.110
Ills play mils Ii, leerti 1111 111111'11 1111 11114
ps11.1..
'1%0.11, es 'n sm." beittin Heiden' one
eeratelieri his head again. its 11/1/1114.
1.11 a courier:
-net yeti hiet yule. implore; you got
no, hurt.. Now, 0141 1114 111 1114., 1111 $1.4
11 1:111 II& 11114 111101. I itneug Its lu ll
141 111V 11111.4. flu go through eels It 111111
Ina Its. !irkhills,,
,r,,t
evidenee, aii I gime* I'll demand %hat
)1111 tee found here."
N11111 1111111111O..1 Korry.
"1 NtIthtlid itti.l 1.0 damned to 31.11,
Iffthiger. lour aidhority 1stt t one, (wd.
three %Ilia Is 1.1.11.11.T.O. 110 I-v.1 )ourlaw."
Ni need of this. Ilrldger knew that
111114'11, telt Oa the roma Iii' II ii'.Iui'uI
hotly. !torero he could spenk, how
ever. %Vela on:
"There's nothing about %hat %love
?moot to 1...%•.r iip In this huts 11116
Jost three hundred (Ionian It) three
biII'. . The serhil numbers correspond
I', those eamit dreo (I (lilt the bunk the
day he WON
'There may be other %Irma bort.
II It ts III figure quite largely In teri
case, though"
Thal, he knew, was bail judgment,
I It. know It beforo 1 lie wordm aunt
unit lht Iris mouth, before West dropped
the tin cup. lie red drop It awl It
roiled /terriers the floor.
"Just what 11.) ./U i/Wliii ?" Nat de-
mewled.
"We (bona knew yet. We've hist
merle a start. New, you're at illeirty
dri any Ireestlguting pet emit to
eist se long all you 11.1111 11/1.1111
huju tor 114.
"(tor pinta" he ronciodod, "was v.0
hilt' thin attitT but hitiut gir "%re. tire 1:11.
114.11'1. t1110.11 lit the Inquest."
"But a hat Werra Stuart?"
"Well, you /1 1111 11 et 11:1t... What 11111111t
heti?"
"Nly (led, altet you girlie to make it
l,lhui hi
Kerry debateil. lIve lilt etimrt
drazgeil lull I., the Sr ec•tritie Jail bie
fore Nairer eyes? 11.e.. him high
there, 11.% en for 11111 more than N fe0Y
hours, perhaps, charged %all her fa
ther's murder? ...
"Iti y iii theik that', smart?" he
askerl hi sronclhatory Vale, aparrIng
for time. ''Si ter as we know, there's
mit a groat .1.•al against him 3..1. All
If ee keep gime mite tenierrow .
all.. 'thous a develop?'
1 111.1;:er 1.1W 111% CIIIIIICP of insuk Ing an
!nitro...hate and Impressive arrest file
I lug.
"I'm not so damn Into, Triune
Throw ',111 Iti the. can first 'nit inves-
tigate afterward. I say! If tie-"
you might spill the %leap plat
ter of beans. Don't yriii think. Ezra,
It %%intl.! be wiser to heel triwkr
"I certainly do! I'm not geing nff
half corked on thin case, Nat. I want
chance to sit down awl arid up what
we'‘e get now."
Kerry once, 'firemen:in:1r,
and liorkeil eovertly at Toll We•11. %leo
was retrieving the tin cup. twirling It
%tell apparent casualness in his tin-
Wert flt.:11111. The hands, brieever, were
"Wien fryer' think. Toil?" N'nt asked.
"Why, that's up to you. 1 take
Smart if you've got anything on him,
terse though, I'd look this lay-out over ,
pretty enreful."
"Ant Ezra am! I." said Young, 'we'd
probably better to [waiting for town.“
el thine 1/.., too," said the old man, '
hut hie ey..4 wore mysitIfied; he was
follewing his deputy's lend.
"Better bring along tliiRP boards,"
Young suggested. "We've got that tire
to change."
They went outside, then, leaving the
other three within, and Kerry put tee
box carefully on the seat cushion.
"Stall," he whispered. "Let 'em clear
out!"
Ile looked at his right hand and
rubber) hie finger tip. together.toocio,1 og:iio it smear of sticky dirt
on the edge of the hoz and then bus-
led himself 11 11 11 jack and u heel
a rench.
For eat newer% he stalled for time
In the changing of that tire.
In the beginning a low and hurried
muttering came from the ciuhuin are!
then Nat svoke freely.
"All right, Butch. Let's meeenre
tide thine off, now, /1.01 we c'n tell
a jury all about It when the time
enTaes."
Sounds of peetnes from the Interior
of the cabin, observations. argumen:
Then. conseirrusly Intent, the sheriff
and his deputy searched the entry Reit
the calrites surroundings for what they
might find.
Toil West remained lennine agaltet
the table until they mune ow; then
he followed them vklth a tine show of
Impersonal Interest
mehtry you re right." Itridirer
said finally. approaching Err* and
Yonne. "lett I got a duty. I won't
watt too long. I'll drive to town and
come to your office tonight. I'm leavIn'
Butch at tie I aniline If he almitild get
Reny ... It's he just plain her !"
They drove off and when they were
gone from eight Kerry droppiel his
erench.
"Give no those hived." he siert tay.
eiterey. "erre. . . . Come en, rare!
Let's see %hat he used to pry 'cm up
with!"
lir. went directly to the esehe of
trees Need,. the enerway, eyeing the
1111111ell etlIN 011e by one
'It's 11 11,1 1' he iiitilterel rind (tickled
Nal& anil cnme out with a newspaper
ill 111a Elands.
(TO BE GO:VIOLIN
kItchwork ()wit
Puts on tho Doc/
Patters 31173
sc,aties to right of you, Stiles
to left of you, arid each one fun'
to peer for this 4i111111111Ig and. col-
orful quilt. Here at last, your
chance to use up Kerte) after instep
of gay cotton in the contrasting
blankets, betng sure to keep Scot-
tie's aquarinti head and legs in a
dank, uniform color, lit a world
(if fun to piece, arid the pattern
may also be used for n patchwork
pillew. In pattern 5673 you will
find the Block Chart, an illustra-
tion fu cutting, Mewing and finish-
ing, together with yardage chart,
diagram of quilt to help arrange
the blocks for single and double
bed size, and a diagram of block
which kitti'VeN us le guide for Oar-
int. the patches and suggests con-
trasting tnateriale.
To obtain nets pattern send 15
cer.ts in stamps or coins (coins
preferred) to The Sewing Circle
Household Arts 1)ept . 259 West
Fourteenth St , New York, N. Y,
Write plainly your name, address
and pattern number.
U. S. Generals
Ten is .0 n have :arid the rank el
general in the United States army
They ore: George Washington, ap-
pointed June 15, 1775; Ulysses S.
Grant, July 25, 1866; William 'F.
Sherman, March 4. nee; Philip
If. Sheridan, June I, 1888; John
J. Pershing, Oct. 6, 1917; Tasker
H. Bliss. Oct. 6, 1917; licyton C.
March, May 20, 1918; Charles P.
Summerall, Feb. 23, 192', , Douglas
MacArthur, Nov. 21, 1930; Malin
Craig, Oct. 2, 1935.
Let LUDEN'S
Menthol Cough Drops
1. Clear your hecd
2. Soothe your throat
3. Help build up
YOUR ALKALINE
RESERVE 5t
MANGE
Manse in dogs If • ser
sous skin disease and
calls for prompt use of
MODEMS MANCE
MEDICINE
It relieves toning and • J. CSttttt Is On; lolls the
essoire mites causing Satcoptic M• ange, tt
spread of the &Kase: stimulates hair gnu
no hare patches, clttt ttt ticks and shrine{nine Gon LCWER'S. At all druggists.
CIOVEWS WOltla MEDICINES are safe. sure In
4[1 ,s !Auld I .rrn for Roundworms.tar,•.,..:cs tor Tapeworms and Hookworms.
/WU VITEINNANY NOVICE on any animal prof.tern tunic men•.on animal's ane,breedandsen.
FRIT GUIDE. -- Write for tu wrds• Address
SCABS
BARE
PATCHES
RED
POTS
GLOVER'S
Dot 547, 442 Iowa arrairs, Ni. Torii City
Use of Money
There is no use of money equal to
that of beneficence; here the en-
joyment grows on reflection; and
our money is most truly ours when
It ceases to be in our possession.
-Mackenzie.
RELIEF 111 Olt PAIN&COLDS
The original Cellophane wrar;,..!
gaALITIC pure aspirin
Mal kalif ST
KIM AI
loc
St.Joseph
GENUINE PURE ASPIRIN
11Quotation
Ives nature is simple if we hap-
pen to look at it in the appropriate
manner.--Vbert finsteisi.
The higher life is 'Iwo)* a hard
life.-George Harlon Cutters.
It cannot he too often repeated
that there is no single rause of 1SZT.
-Julian ilusle‘.
No branch of the white race h..
a mnnopoly of intelligence. -"Worts
Huxley.
F.Yen at 100 (Inc is old only if he
thinks he is old. -1144(in Markham. .
Pertonalitt is only important to j
people eho hree ma got any. -
G. k. Chmterton.
Serinmir., mos! people go into
public life honesnis booing tin make
things better. - I ads .41v,vr.
.....-AlliABBOOMIMMillikellillemeatemewerekemie......e.' Ale 4.4444.4.44.4.4444. 441•111111411••• PIP
•111.•
1 t
1St
•44•1610400464411hillier• voill••••Wie
1 1()I rti I I ( )1,1) (,)1 'ES'l IONS
.f".1 if. 'of of III fel C.v 10 it,' 11011St'll'ik
Poi sou s.ser ti v dipolog 1.11
(11.01 112411 111 11111t l/t'1ere tolliiig
loon in ...tiro meal or paoad v1111111%
l'rel'al*.kkt,I'Y It) It 1144.
• •
To ItIVe it new 11.1VOr to your
hunt try pouring mooed pickle
juice over it before baking.
• • •
Ctit tonne stale w into oread Ini r one pith cubes. and roll them in
sweetened condensed milk, then
*Ahern in very hot, deep clear
lartITor one mmute, or until golden
OVIIAIM.
•
THE, FAMOUS
• • •
„kKeeti an empty snap card on
Blutd and %% hen takitis stoma off
d garment.. snap .110111 on the
Pitol. Thor %s ill save t1111! !Oohing
• fur them when they are needed
• • •
When o.ishing wool hosiery, put
slipper trees inside the stock.tiga
they are still wet, not the
oh a strip ofsolid boot I
• The l'egetah:e Fat in Jeael is given
roux' kable %bistro:nit properties by
Saitt's special Kt-Pulingol it aith
other bland cooSing fats By actual
test. Jewel Special-Wm,: makes lighter. PIM/
tender baked foods, and creams facto than the
costliest typo of plain all-scot:11)1e short..r:e.•
Hopi Asyl_CLU.-BIEND
1,•ot.,1 lilt 111114 11141 11111,1
1%133 lit led Boa ss ass ai,clotirot ito
woo ti none t aas
• •
Ink ataina may he i cows od II) oi
wall Panel' with a solut wit of e.111 I
porta of aninioniu anti hydo
peroxide.
struts in Iwo dist, then the loop,.
111 a tangle knit. They oat not
theft easily hecotne untool.
• 4 •
Never trust to memory in giving
dories of inedicuito. Itead the latwl
at least three illt11•4 it Volt lit •
not sure the dose is correctly
iiiensured, thia.w it away. tins.. the
glass with cola water and iie.ie-
iii over again Von may afis.e it
life (my being careful when meastir-
mg metileinea.
• • •
Fidertiossii ahould be %sashed in
.0411.1 ooatillake solution
Aissocillt•,1 u ,u.P a \ I14•r•le.
( r • t 'yr Attributes
Digs . cwirak:e are the
at of charotacr.
• • •
%Viten tying chililren'a shoes, tie ilk nil •'I'l'•I'' "' Iv
' • 1 " Ii
.•••1 l It 1 111 II I, • .11 111.1 11.1% t'
1 1 1 !lel one it ),onit ii
tht att t follows die i•Nanildc "I
one of the New tow, and
l
'h as it 
ar‘,1111.
Ilailed as one of thii best hiCtIll it
if tta time. it ran into k
becauzo. it came idong whet. the
depression was at its height Peo
pit' Just weren't going to the on.% os
.
then.
It's still agrand pieture
issoon is as t'lll'It in it its hp is
1103 I•1It ht. looks a lot sounger.
Katy Fraticei is very lovely. and
Frank McHugh proyea that then,
art tiow, he 13 one of our hest
comedians.
*
Incidentally. th.it !same NIelltich
Is riming right iiions. Ile is to have
a perfect role in
-Eliree :tires on it
--- in Lief.
he'v to be starred
in it. Ai llllll others
oho are •aitl to have
o.inted that sante
role are Fildie Can-
tor. 1% ell. Its Mc-
Hugh whom you'll
,er plas ins it tin the
screen. And his ex-
cellent perfotmanee
is the result of the
tact nut 3 tont: INV
leer on the stage
•laried a• a child. appearing
melodramas rtoi of Ina
Limits I taitslit hien pr.tyloc.111‘ -
et %lion; there is to loons about
At littg.
—•—
'Margaret Sullavan's marriree
Leland ilas ward came as a ilcsoltsi
..lso•k to a lot of people. As you'll
1. • .11, rumors have beta dying
and for a long tone to the effcct
it it was Katherine Ileolsurri
s horn Mr. Hayward either ssotill
o•arry or had already married A.•.1
The Unwounded
He Jests at scars that never
felt a wound.- Shakespeare
WHF.N WARM SrELL COMES LOOK OUT FOR
SKIPPERS IN PCOilLY SMOKED MEAT
it. ti., 1.11.11 hak-b
di Mae I Ittsiptri, toward. Green, relarsed
During eel.' %leather, keeping
meat on the farm Is it simple mat-
ter. But when hot almoner e1/111e3, or
a warm spell In winter, look out!
You soddenly tInd your mea Into
whieh it,, many hours of hard 1. f)or
and nosi have been too. crass one
with "skippers"! This Hole
(,thown In photo above) Is the
larva of a thy, which has lald Its
errs in the meat. At the nrst warm
lawn, they hotels
But there Sr.' other trouldes he.
stiles skliiiiers. lItt•en Mold 4,f ten de-
velops, or roneldnesis near the tame.
The meat dries out, gets too hard
to eat.
ONLY ONE PREVENTIVE
Thorough smoking Is the only
known way to prevent nil these
tronbies. But how? Everyone knows
how uncertain rhe old amokehouse
method is. other 114r-entled smoking
meth...1s, or aubstitotos Cos eninking,
are likewlse risky. How elan you tell
whether it not the meat Is thor-
ollizbis smoked? Poo If you want to
be absolutely SEM.; your meat will
come throwsh the hot summer
months assert and wholesome and
eatable. don't take chanees itrush
every sonare Inch with FIGAito
Condensed Smoke, It Is a liquid and
It pellet/alesit ••; 4 re•% •• •• :LI141 twos
of the Ise). Ti r loorisety
Pitl•A I. o • • • •ii mold,
ranchlt.. -Stil fla-
vor? lit ‘I... osokol ineat Is the
. . • •
.1\1) l:us IS SolIIING!
Actually 1 I. s hr Is: .,;:tuig costa
you nothino. The as er:ige farm
1"alfels of nwat •.sery seor
through Improper smoking. At 30
cents per pound. that's SIOOI! 'ra
protect your meat, to 1:11.1r:1111.31
Cry lion ntl of it kia.pilig perfectly,
will eost you lesm than one-thirdl
et-lit per pontos the I.%Itl / way!
And totinif plain itiOt In the eure,
then hr.:slang I'lt 'c Its Liii tlw meat
afterward, netually will cost sou
only HALE the cost of using
"en irk,' toot
IlAS SN1()KF.1) OVER TW()
Bil.I.ION POUNDS OF MEAT
More than :tft
ears ago. S.
Eugene t'ol gin.
'resit's farmer
I'm y, flusei•VeriA
hat It was In
the "III PIllioke.
house that pre-
served the meat.
This seeret lett
to ....telensIng 1if
smoke Itt quanti-
fies. asa.'iu
4
flasor ,,r • ••
meat. this Is Firl.%Its) coyotes- I
Smoke. It has 111/11,k,i to„sa
 t •,
too billion pounds ,,f merit pit it
that Buie, roar dealer has VIII A III I,
or can get It. 'rite ao oz. (Iilt. 3111.11el
n(a) pounds. and ...efts os'y $troll
the In-oz. size smoke.); 'Xs) pounds,
and costs only Stasi.- .s.lr.
S. F. COILGIN.sh"
tiliinweredlICiANO
THE FIGARO Cos DALLAS,TEX.
M•lnuf3cturers of Smoke Products
FIGARO Condensed Smoke-Barbecue Smoke Sauce-Sausage Seasoning ,
Lost on a Move
A single false move loses the
game.—Chinese proverb.
From the Heart
It is far better to be homesick
• than sick of home.
• Simply put 2 drops of Penetro Nose Drops ill
each nostril, and instantly feel fresh air break right
through the stuffy congestion to let you breathe
easier. They soothe inflammation and help to
shrink red, swollen membranes. Contain eplie.
To relieve chest drine and other appr4,ved rued-
colds,--nib with TRY ieat ion. 2.5e, 50c and $1 a
Penetro —es- 1 MIS '11ittle. Trial siw 10e. For
you ra to bed. 
Props, write renetro.
peelaily before 2 DROP freesample of PenetroNoseContsinst I 3( 'oto
227'; Rimmed- TRE 
Dept.1)$. Irrnphig.Tents
congestion/ help
tro is stainless
your cold. Penn- \
ATMENT. (PEN ETRe,,- 
NOSE DROPSi
ication to ease ,
and inovowhIte. ic,OLkost CO I506414 41/, 4.1.44444,5 ••44 444•U
Frank
McHugh
it **or
***fly VIIWINIA VALE***
\ it' tailed to see "t \\ .my
ii-' TON till 1;TV NFIV.4 TON. KVNTITKV
• *****aa are • it
dr
• STAR..
• DUST
Movie • Radio
cc lien It ‘1,t,
the Ty on who toads the
e. hen it tomes to getting .1,1,s for
!..ot:on•mettme :who's, selling St.)-
. xi :trot di itus! all the varictri
thiogg ;in ;,gont has to do, too:
ac ed that csa.rybody was rI
wrong. The husky-voiced !Slat gat et
came first, appal ently.
—*—
Whether you like foothall or not,
you'll be unitised at "Pigskin Pa-
rade•'—it's hilariously funny. And
the Youlit Club Boys du plenty to
make it amusing.
—*—
Lily Pons is turning that Con-
necticut farm of hers into a wild
animal shelter: she'll cater to deer
especially. And as one who has
lived in those parts and had deer
drop in to breakfast, your corre-
spondent would like to advise her
that she'll have plenty of them.
_•.__
Helen Hayes does a good deal
of rehearsing for her "Bambi"
broadcasts, and during the off mo-
ments that occur at all rehearsals
she knits. Does it fast, too—she can
turn mit mittens and socks in no
time at all, and the results are
turned over to a charitable organ-
ization for distribution.
—It--
Sonja Henie, the championship
skater who's now in the movies,
doesn't care now who knows how
terrified she was when she made
her first soreen tests, or how hope-
less she felt svi:rn she saw them.
One of the reas- ons givon by Paul-
ette Goddard Chaplin for keeping
her marriage a sec-
ret was that she
wanted to make
good under her own
name. But the spec-
ulation that h a s
been going on for
ever so long as to
whether she and the
famous comedian
were engaged, were
married, or were
Just friends has kept
her name in t h e
papers, coupled with
his always. She ap-
peared in a picture with him, it Call on your nearby Implement Dealer, Firestone Tire Dealer, or Firestone
was announced that he would dire: t
her in two more. Can't see why it Auto Supply and Service Store today. Start now to reap the many advantages of
would make any difference if the the Firestone Ground Grip Tire — the greatest traction tire ever built!
marriage had been announced when
it took place. Except, perhaps, in
the amount of publicity.
orms .evn FAn- s . . . If Ina hate
misled Al and lee liprscr. the Ici Cr
piano frolitl, he that th, ci
dropped their 7 hargilas hroadcoqh U,l ti
are non heard I lieldei% and Eridal I .
They Aril' that Rosalind 1{atoull rnav
it yeia't 4, damy .4a aid for the Ite,t
I' tort:tam e for her acting it, "11:/,11R 's
II de" . . . "I he Good f.irth- hat been
cut at jn,ut 11MC this 'II unto' MI the pre.
le113 , .4nd tttttt it i.•11 all Iii' tilde
to see it . Rohcrt I,. ifIr nuts' hal r
11111tpone roicanorons in if the
ithip strike isn't settud %'on Mit nor-
' Hon picture people are ocirsistonird is,
110•111,1 71171(1 n tneatiim Ilg,11r1 and ag,in
before dies. ;al,e it . . .
• t roc,, last throutch aith "Loptouo
Utturotteout," 14 ill rtort soon on another
allmasculine picture.
6 o estesa N....paper Uneis.
111101101 C111150111410 in' t'utluiii:
11,4 The lily ,01,1 i t s 0,0
matea syligr.,10 tossaid tho
s
"Mll'"Iv. •..1 I" th" "1.•arls. in Mao li is small fleetif Ca.-loon, lat. Is thieks of the f „,,t,
Nlitl'imu 
'_cc,'llt Al ti' " ltitr" if 111011'111'0i
ist,t S111, ,11:1M 111‘,1,•.%:•:1 41 1 
ig' Ii tilt 
.11.:.1: Li, 1,
I,' hut N1.111'1'11 hulk If fill' New smash their svay throtioli hooding
lot*, goofed by inefilhoi urf tse
crew in it :flood 'hal oda. 1)101 toi
thsr toasts. Their ci it's of 'Seals
ohead!' give the signal for fruit
prepartitiona among the mill
ing crews berwatia
"At the call, laver the sides",
nimble, raw-honed men pimp mit
oil mpirining tums, tinned with dos!
%roost hobs having iron hooka unit
spikes, rasor - sharp knives and
light drao-ropes. Aert.a of moon-
eyed %slide lulu:tediums await the
‘'. 1"1" PliPP"'s lie """'"g th" 'fishermen,' coriotia anti titinfraid.
wifi"Ilt lit th" "The sealer :Mocks hot quarry
phenomenal fate int. wah lila bat, expertly !mak.; id
powida a day. the acuipa Hilo skins and :other-
-1).ridy '-oil gm's uff csutli ent leavolg the l':11T1114,11,`4
er1I1 I 11' 1ti 11111 1 A .1111'111 1113 Y1'11110, - ' 11..1111 111; 1/11 the We 'Mire iii'
Slit .. Nlother seal I1,4 11011111 11 1-il 1.4,111 1:1'ill1e4 11 re tiujttg ell 11
14111.Scn,k• I 11 111r after hour lope, hy %%inch the sealor hauls
i.i.oura the aili.u.ont hi.111 (11 11111. of the colored niark•
tor tisis She th.o.: (01.1 lilt I c, thig.4 %%hem. 1111'11 11110
her Sr rut hot 11,1",r iii, lii 1.:iter, the slop
quantities 'al. :)» that she way ht,•oh.; hrotwit the weliolik
provide almnilant i u,It milk for tile .0 pile The scull's are hoist -
her testi:log. tsi ..hoarti and dumped into fat -
'Whet' it halo. seal is about soolosi !whim.
two sor.r.ks oil :trill :so:emblem al -Ilno Is Di port, the fat layers are
fat roll of butter, it tray notice its cot off nut, pelts and rendered into
mother smutting the air suspicious- a line odorless. colorless off
Is'. Not far ass.ay a huge black Hough skins are trarisfortmol into
hulk drilts ii,se throngh haltered line leather. 'rho oil is a sonsti-
ka• pans. A clamor if strange tuent c,f some soaps anti also
11111SeS 11113 the air and odd two. used as .t lithritoint, as on illimii•
legged t.reattires rim tout over the noting oil, Its :m :idulterant of tool
fields of Ice The boby seal Ii too liver oil and in trroitufg leather,
touch inf.:nested to be dioturhed, Seal skins are cut anti sesvn into
but, as sever :11 of the intruder:: boots, pocketbooks, and novelty
draw twar, its startled mother leather goods."
Light Footedness Is Cardinal Virtue
of 1113 Newfoundland Seal Hunters
i
ant Brings I:Li‘k Iv11ld5ly's "' %vitt, 4.11',.1' Ilrc%ti ill's
thi v '1i' Iwo iho
Shot's and soap in
the Raw.
foundland seisling fleet with seal
skims aisi fat, hoot het' tine
pinseal II/sloth:1g. a imi eleIlt 1Y
tilllet Nom) may be matte," says
it bulletin from the Washington,
I) (' heutiquat of the Nation-
al ileographic society.
"11'0h the leogthening days of
March, thoilailiitia or wilt., Ne:a,
Ill, through
thiiir younk tin the shift-
mg we fields north of Newfound-
land. Iiiiiiimerahle little furry,
—
Ills N.ttite
mid M ,de Letters
1 - 1 .• It 11••1
I 1. .1 11.11411.4 • •• I ••• • IN.1•1.111.
Ii1.41411-1, • •
het I
• Ili. odd.
attil %II • 114, "11 1. 1 1
of W11.3110111. l,uui,,s 5 ii
1.414. 11411 luIuIlk for an
1,lI.,nI Vt 111 11 llot u elm. 11 111.•11
1 III folk...11111 tel i1
Iliii,11,4111 • 11,1.oloi 1 11•11iit
11 de Lilt ii " 1 11.• I.. .1111o1111 1110111.1 .•1
limite NI min in 1.11115 I lu. 1
1110 1.1 111r I Sr 4 lit 114.41%
r11 "
1 111, s. 4, III. u,sIl .411 111111 "1.11."
for .1aol.
ThotOtt %ire Slime
New liefrigeratior Stink
Some pool.: ago, 'clot. s 1)avIti
I,. Salmon in "Conies/mina of a
Forini•r 014101111're MI31," one of
the moat important uihiiiltlg ilia
floor Hatters V( the New York
Stook Eschaoge, oats long on
tt`1111.1y SIMI(
ft.:111:1t%:‘:,:ti l'ill il%1::::111 1111111:11.t"'ArY1,141f$:
it tilt
i,ver unit in the ei.iitiaen-
ti.:1'.,%1 1;.'.1111111.1.1: os'ib.ls'sds°, what do you
Hook of 1'ultaiit.""
Alter ,:is mg the subject a deep
ten raosoill ariolsoaa, Ssolli
Stl'ulyt ili‘i‘.ik"tdIti ' ssill."l:o: much Iiiwer."
Earlier King Edwards
the
Elder, son of Alfred the Great,
King of the West S.1 X11114„ W111) be-
gan his reign in the Year 901; an
Edward the Martyr, his ore:d-
i:random. and an I.:await! (lie
Confessor, %vim died in WOO and
oho prepartol the way for the
CorlfitICtit.
1
,1
4•114
Paulette
Corddard
. I I
TRA.CTIDN
f71,L'ANS GROUND GRIP!
(GROUND GRIP MEANS
"FIRESTONE"!
TRACTION on unimproved roads
in had weather is a problem which has
long baffled tire engineers. Sure footing
on a muddy football field is also a
problem. But during the wet, slippery
football season of 1936, thousands of
players depended upon the cleats of
their shoes to bring them through for
the %% inning play.
During 1937 thousands of car, truck
and bus owners will depend upon the
rugged rubber cleats of Firestone Ground
Grip Tires to pull them through snow,
mud, sand, or over any unimproved
roads.
The scientific tread of the Ground
Grip Tire is so distinctive in design and
so unusual in performance that it has
become known as "the tire that makes its own road." It is almost unbelievable
how these super-traction tires dig in, grip, and pull you through. They are
self-cleaning. Chains are not necessary. Equip the rear wheels of your car, truck
or bus with a pair of Ground Grip Tires and save time, money and trouble.
If you have not already equipped your tractor and farm implements with
Ground Grip Tires do it now— they will save you 25% in time and fuel costs,
reduce vibration, and provide greater comfort.
Listen to the Voice of Fires:one featuring Richard Crooks—with Margaret
Speaks, Monday evenings over Nationwide N. B. C. Red Network
Tirestone
GROUND GRIP TIRES
FOR CARS, TRUCKS, TRACTORS AND FARM IMPLEMENTS
Ccryrtibt 1533, nrertoo• tire it Itubb•r00.
